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Murray to receive Kentucky Certified City award
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
A project that began locally in
the latter part of 1962 resulted today in Murray being among 19
cities named to receive 1983 Certified Cities Awards from the Kentucky. Chamber of Commerce
, Bill Teuton, executive vice
president of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
says these awards annually
recognize community and
economic development on a local
level. He added that this is the second year for the Certified Cities
Awards but the first time Murray
has applied for the award.
It speaks well for the COM-

mu:lay." local Chamber President David Graham said, -to be
accepted the first time we applied.
Each of us who live in Murray
should be honored and proud
"The award measures the total
environment of the city - an
intra-structure of community
organizations which - is very

strong
Nearly 40 cities made application for Certified City status thiN
year
Applicants must satisfy
minimum requirements
baSli
areas of economic and eornniunity
development, including industrial
development, tourism, transportation, public affairs. utilities,
commercial development, housing. education, recreation and
health. Teuton said
"Murray. along with the other
communities that gained Certified
Cities Awards this year, can be
justly proud of its efforts in
economic and community
development." said K ent ky

Chamber President Philip
Thompson "The Certified Cit%
Award is not something that
comes easy It requires hard work
and exhibits a firm commitment
tia.ure eigreNs '•
Teuton reports that the
- groundwork" a as done by the
Its-al Business and Professional
Women's organization liPW
Kathy Hodge. member of BPW
and co-chairman of thi• ommitte,in charge of the. Certified Cities
Award, reports that the lub met
with the Chamber of Commerce in
September 1982. offering its ser
vices for community in% 01% ern era
She adds that Cheryl 11.111(1sul.
who also served as C14-1'11:111 MAT'
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designed to afford conunuttibes
.in opportunity to evaluate their
potential of success in attracting
-4ntinnercial anti industrial III% 1••.i
Hlt•Ilt arid to I.% .11111ate Illy 0% el all
quality of life w ithin the cominum
Nit%
Ibis is the second veal Ii this'
Certified Cities AV.:it-1k, t hi• t
replaced the All-Kentut k) Cut
¶'.t ants former ly presentel
the
Kentucky Chamber ill- Alain
..tordinateti the city 's effort tor its
%II-Kentucky City re. ognition an,t
is Chamber president_ 'haute the
Kentucky ertified City design.'
thin
)ther recipients of this %mar ••
Clint inneel I in P:11',4•

Cable commission
clarifies points
of new TV package

POTPOURRI PLANNING - The animal Spring Potpourri, an outdoor arts exhibit at Calloway County Public Library, will be held all
day Saturday,May 7. Schedule of events for this year's event is cur-

rently being *sped by a committee including I from left, clockwise
Pat Kiesow, Mug Rigsby. Lyn Czysier; Margaret Trevathan, Gerry
Road and Claire Rettig.

Amendments turn jobs bill into grab-bag
By rom FtAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP
Temporary action by the Reagan administration to avert a midnight
deadline that had threatened
unemployment benefits in 27
states is giving the Senate more
time to resolve a dispute over a
multibillion dollar jobs bill.
But senators are using the extra
time to turn the anti-recession
legislation, already grown more
costly than a House-pased version, into a grab bag for unrelated
issues.
More than 35 amendments remained to be handled by the
Senate today, including measures
ranging from withholding taxes
and sewer grants to San Francisco
cable-car repairs, El Salvador,
the Environmental Protection
Agency and weather satellites.

Senate leaders searched for
ways to keep the measure from
becoming hopelessly bogged down
but did not seem to be making
much headway.
"We've got to finish this bill,"
Senate, Majority Leader Howard
Baker, R-Tenn., cajoled colleagues on Monday.
The legislation, which as a
result of amendments adopted
Monday now bears a pricetag of
$5.1 billion, also contains money
needed to subsidize unemployment benefit payments in 27
states, the District of Columbia
and the Virgin Islands.
These funds were to expire at
midnight tonight, but with a little
jiggling of accounts and emergency loans of $196 million to the
states involved, the Labor Department on Monday delayed the
crunch at least until the weekend.
That bought the Senate a little

Police to issue citations
for criminal trespassing
Murray City Police Chief Paul
Jerry Lee advises citizens that
several local merchants have
posted signs on their property prohibiting the presence of anyone on
the premises after business hours.
Lee reports that the action has
been taken due the increasing
amount of loitering on the parking
lots and littering the premises.
Merchants who have posted
MV s are Cain's Service and McClard's Shell Station, both at 8th
and Main streets, Parker Ford
and Hopkinsville Federal Savings

& Loan, 7th and Main Streets, and
Boone's Laundry, 13th and Main
street.
Lee says where violators are
found "citations will be issued for
criminal trespassing in the third
degree which is a misdemeanor in
district court and can require payment of a fine up to $280 plus $37.50
In cowl casts."
He added that parents should
make their children aware of
these posted signs and emphasized that this request by the merchants will be enforced.

Researchers examine shuttle
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla AP)
Reseachers are deliberately
contaminating cargo similar to
that aboard space shuttle
Challenger to see if a -giant
satellite aboard the space plane
was damaged when gritty particles swirled through the cargo
bay last month',
A team of engineers at the TRW,
Inc,. plant in Redondo Beach.
Calif.. is introducing materials
Identical to those blown aboard
the shuttle to woe if the substances
impair operation of the hinges
that extend the 24-4on satellite's
power-generating solar panels.
If the satellite la damaged,

Challenger would have to switch
cargos and might not be able to
meet its early 'April launch date,
said Kennedy Space Center
spokesman Rocky Raab.
Technicians Monday were
scrubbing and vacuuming the
spacecraft's cargo bay to clean it
of the bits of salt, dust and other
fine debris that blew through its
cargo bay in windstorm.
Other workers Inspected and
cleaned the satellite, which was
moved from the shuttle to a
storage room at the launch pad.
Raab said, adding that cleanup
and analysis of the contaminant
were continuing.

extra time
but not much. Baker
said "for all practical purpose's"
the bill must still be enacted by
tonight if a final version, reconciling differences between it and a
$4 9 billion House version, is to go
to the president by week's end
The biggest obstacle remained
an amendment by Sen. Bob
Kasten. R-Wis to repeal the
withholding tax on interest and
dividends.
President Reagan has declared
he will veto the bill if it contains
the Kasten amendment, which is
favored by banking interests and
which Kasten claims has nearly 60
Senate co-sponsors.
So far, Senate leaders have b7-t.";
unable to figure out a way to
disentangle the withholding tax
amendment from the jobs bill
And even if they succeed on
parlimentary grounds, there is a
good chance that Kasten will offer
it again to the carefully crafted
Social Security rescue bill due up
An the Senate later this week.
"We would like to keep it off the
Social Security bill." said a Baker

mostly clear
Tonight mostly clear Lows
in the upper 30s to low 403
Light east winds. Wednesday,
increasing cloudiness with
highs mid 60s to around 70
East winds 5 to IS mph.
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hooked up until installation
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general, hook-ups will be mask
from the south part of the city nor
t tl 1.11
Service- must lie
at ;unable to all households in the
city within a year The higher
subscription rate will take elfin t
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new !WNW('
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be installed, and 60 to 70 percent of
the cable must he installed before
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Community Theatre names director,
new officers; fund drive continues
Hal Park. a Los Angeles-baaed
producer for Metromedia.
.
was chosen Monday night as the
new executive director of the
Murray-Calloway County Cominunity Theatre
Park, a native of Franklin. Ky .
and a University of Kentucky.
graduate, is the former director of
development for the Horse Cave
Theatre He was selected fr0111
nearly 100 other candidates and
will assume his duties on May I
Newly-elected Board President
Robert Valentine received Park's
acceptance by phone shortly after
the end of the annual elections
meeting "I called immediate
past president i Bill Phillips." said
Valentine, "to relay the good
news This has got to put the
finishing touch to his term 83
president"
Other officers selected are
Kathy Pasco, vice president for
allocation: Marvin Mills. vice
president for funding. Kathy
Fleming. secretary: and Adele
K upchella treasurer Other board
members continuing their duties
are: Cathy Cohen, Carol Julian.
---2..;.,.4741voinpaon, Coulee Weatherly. James Booth, Pat Kiesow.
ipreta Shepard and Patsy Massey.
'
1 New board members include
Betty Lowry, Pat Clement and
Loretta Jobs. According to Valentine the board membership is not
yet complete."We're always look-

ing for interested, active people to UMW It) t eSIN)114.1 as they
.
_
help administer the theatre "and far "there are a few positions remainThe board .ilso heard .in eport tor)
ing which we hope to fill within the the progress of the upcoming pro
next two weeks
duction of Neil Sunon's The (NH
In other business. the board Couple.- directed by li .1
heard a report on its current funiL.McMichael Performances wal
drive which is "very near" its riegth-Thurselay at a p in and and'
goal of $5,000 Drive chairman Pat scheduled for March 1;•19 anti 24Kiesow said that the goal, which
The box olio C at the Playhouse
will be matched by a state agency. in the Peek -wttl- be npen all this
will surely be reached by the week from 10 a m until 4 p ni for
March 30 deadline. ''If people con- reservations anti inforniation

Rehearsals underway
for Simon's 'The Odd Couple'
Six men and two women are busy rehearsing for the Murray
Calloway County Community Theatre production of -The Odd Couple." a well-known Neil Simon comedy, scheduled for the Playhouse
in the Park. March 17-19 and 24-26.
The antangonistic roommates, Felix and Oscar. are played by
Mark Jarman and Doug Gegen. respectively. Jarman is
remembered for his roles in "Wait Until Dark," -The Importance of
Being Ernest." and "A Good Time." Gegen made his Murray theatre
debut as the classic hero in "Ten Little lncliapi."
The play's only two female characters are the dotty Pigeon sisters.
Amy Jarman playirCecilly Pigeon while Playhouse regular Hen Leys.
is G wendolyn
The cast is completed by Joe Jackson as tagneed,---PfrCellirie
-Murray,- Greg Delaney as "Roy," and Ron Ciampi es "Vinnie.''
B.J. Mitchell is the director, assisted .by.LoWeatherly. Set
design is by Natalie Simpson.
Reservations are now being accepted for "The Odd Couple."
Box
Office hours at the Playhouse are 10 with 4. Tuesday through Friday.
The Playhouse "Ticketline" number for reservations and information is 769-1752.
•
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MSU gets $600,000 to aid handicapped

FREF:IX)M OF INFORMATION DAY PROCLAIMED — Murray
Mayor Holmes Ellis signs a document proclaiming March 16
Freedom of Information Day in Murray. The signing occurred at last
week's high school journalism workshop held in the student center at
Murray State University. March 16 was chosen because it is the Mrthdate of James Madison, fourth president of the U.S.. who was instrumental in the composition and adoption of the Bill of Rights, including the First Amendment guaranteeing freedom of press. Jamie
Doerge, editor in chief of The Murray State News, and president of
MSU's chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, Society of Professional Journalists and Dr. Roger Haney of the university's journalism ;department witness the signing.

'Scout Murray'theme used in advertising
As aniumni ed at the first of the
the Murray Tourism Corn.
inisso2n has proceeded with plans
to implement the Scout Murrayoutdoor advertising program The
ofornission now seeks to sponsor
events and activities in the Murrat arra bt sharing advertisitiv
spa. I'
outdoor advertising proho
gram is designed to provide partial billboard space to promote
104 id
Murray events throughout
the year, ion a total of six
billboards in the region
Any or-gam/anon interested in
possibly utiliiing thr available
outdoor adtertising space should
I WaalI thil' Mara% 1 lila

sville, Cadiz Draffenville, ()over
and Paducah

Murray State University has
been awarded a 6600,000 federal
grant for a three-year period to
develop and to implement a project designed to help make severely handicapped individuals in
rural communities more independent
Funding for the project. titled
Rural Independent Living Skills
and Services Network, has been
authorized by the National Institute for Handicapped Research
for the U S Department of Education
Dr Larry Marrs. chairman of
the Department of Special Education at Murray State and project
director, said the grant is the
largest of its type awarded to a
non-doctoral degree-granting institution in the country
To be housed within the National Rural Project NRP at

By ROBERT BURNS
AP Business Writer
LoNnos AP , OPEC cut its
base price nearly 15 percent to $29
a barrel. and the Soviet Union today was reported to have slashed
the price of its crude to $28, raising the possibility of a new price
war
The Soviet cut. down friim
$29 25, was reported by industry
sources in Rome who said the
decrease was effective March 1

in support of programming

ISM CIIIIII-

.It l 11 1{4olt 190, !Murray
kentu( ky 42tf;1
1 he outdoor advertising program is scheduled to run from
March through Septemtwr with
billboard locations in (;ilbert-

(111`,S11,11

during the two week TeleFurid '83
programming to help make up for
budget cuts suffered by KET this
year .
According to Paul Hartman.
KET development director. "The
Friends' County. Call-Out is a vital
part of our annual fund-raising
campaign and it is very special to
us when local volunteers give
their time and energies to assist
us We cannot thank them enough
or the many people who responded
to their calls statewide " TeleFund. '83 will continue through
Mareh 20.

The Soviet Union. which does not
belong to OPEC, is the world's
largest oil producer, with output
of more than 12 million barrels a
day.
During the OPEC meeting that
lust ended An Inndon, it was
reported that the Soviets had informed several Western purchasers that the price of Soviet oil
would drop to as low as 227.50.
Italy is a major purchaser of
Soviet crude, which is widely
regarded as a convenient, and occasionally superior, substitute for
the OPEC crude, Arabian light .
The official Soviet news agency.
Tess. said earlier today that the
U.S. government wanted to see
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries fall apart and
was "disappointed" that the
cartel agreed to reduce prices.
The Kremlin urged OPEC last
month to stand firm against
Western pressure to reduce
prices. At the same time,
however, Italian oil industry
sources said the Soviets had cut
the price of UraLs crude by $2.15 to
$29.25.
Although OPEC ministers, in
their 12 days of talks in London,
cut prices nearly 15 percent and
restricted production to keep
them there, many energy analysts
doubt the historic plan will work.
The main threat to the accord
announced Monday is the
likelihood that the Organization of
Pftroleuni Exporting Countries.
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; Continued From Page 1
service be-ins are begun, Thomas
said. That's because the cable
must be turned on in "power supply sections" or segment{ of the
cable, he explained. Service will
become available to areas at a
time, not just to individual
households.
"You might be surprised how
fast they move once they get
started." Morgan said.
Current customers will continue
to receive the old service right up
until they are tied in to the new
system, Thomas added.
Customers will be able to either
pick up their convertors at the
cablevision office and install them
themselves, or have ATC workers
install them, he said. Installers
will wear identification.
Thomas said after the meeting
that in Kentucky ATC has cable
systems in Mayfied, Madisonville
and Hartford-Beaver Dam. Asked
if any of ATC's present systems
have the capability of this one, he
replied, "You're looking at the
Cadillac. We're excited about it.
This is a step into the future for
us."

laced with declining demand for
oil, will continue to lose customers
to more flexible exporters outside
the ranks of the cartel.
"This OPEC strategy is not a

Juveniles charged
with vandalism
A spokesman for the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
reports that three juveniles were
arrested Monday stemming from
a Saturday night incident of vandalism to mailboxes.
According to reports mailboxes
were torn up along Outland School
House Rd. and Old Salem Rd. and
well as Ky. 121 S.
The juveniles were released to
the custody of their parents.

lit $400,.,„„

WASHINGTON t AP
— Attorney General William French
Smith is facing stern questions
from a House committee chairman who says failure to prosecute
Anne M. Burford is a problem that
"has not gone away" with her
resignation.
Rep. Peter W. Rodino Jr. and
members of his House Judiciary
Conunfttee are expected tit Mk
Smith today why prosecutors ignored a historic contempt citation
against the former administrator
of the Environmental Protection
Agency.
The Justice Department, headed by Smith, has sent the committee members a letter stating that
the decision on prosecuting Mrs.
Burford rests solely with the 'U.S.
attorney in Washington,Stanley S.

Award...
(Continued From Page 1)
awards are' Ashland. Bardstown,
Bowling Green, Cadiz, Carrollton,
Cynthiana, Danville,
Elizabethtown, Fulton, Hazard,
Hodgenville, Mayeville, Mount
Sterling, Richmond, Shelbyville.
Somerset, Winchester and Versailles.
Six cities. including Murray,
that received the award for the
first time are Ashland, Cadiz,
Cynthiana, Maysville and Richmond.
The awards will be formally
presented at the Kentucky
Chamber's Annual Meeting and
Economic Summit April 1940 in
Louisville.
Teuton adds that Murray has
been selected to submit a slide
presentation, highlighting the city, at the annual meeting.

Factory Outlet
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Car damaged by
morning fire
A spokesman for the Murray City Fire Department reports the
department was called to 513 S.
4th St. shortly after 9 a.m. today to
extinguish a car fire.
The spokesman reports that
damages was sustained to the
car's engine and hood. The owner
of the vehicle was not known.

Harris.
Mrs. Burford resigned last
Wedhesday after 22 stormy months as chief of the environmental
agency. After she left, Rodino, DN.J., said: "Our concern about
the role the (Justice I department
has played has not gone away with
the departure of Mrs. Burford
from EPA."
The ex-EPA administrator
became the highest ranking public
official ever voted in contempt of
Congress when the House cited
her Dec. 16 by a lopsided tally of
259-105.
The vote followed her refusal,
under presidential order, to give
Congress documents about toxic
waste dumps.

Another announces
candidacy for
lieutenant governor
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Todd Hollenbach filed today as a
Democratic candidate for lieutenant governor.
He announced his candidacy
last September and began campaigning in November.
Hollenbach served eight years
as Jefferson County judge. In a
statement, he indicated that
"proven leadership" would be his
campaign theme.
Other major announced
Democratic contenders for lieutenant governor include 'George
Atkins, Attorney General Steven
&shear and Agriculture Commissioner Alben Barkley II.
Also. state Treasurer Drexel
Davis filed today as a Democratic
candidate for secretary of state,
an office he held from 1476 to 1979.

In Southside Manor
Shopping Center

-'2:

C

strategy that can deal with a
shrinking- market," said John
Mugno, an energy specialist at
Citibank in New York. "If the
market doesn't strengthen then
this agreement doesn't make any
sense.''

Questions surrounding Burford
still plague attorney general
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to match resources and needs. An
advisory board made up of people
representing a number of groups
and constituencies will meet twice
a year and will provide information to the project staff on all
phases of project development,
field testing, pilot testing and
dissemination.
Dr. Doris Helge, director of the
_Center for Innovation and
Development at Murray State and
the NRP, worked with Marrs in
preparing the grant proposal. She
will serve al an-assistant project
director, along with Dr. Glen Hendren, director of the Division of
Rehabilitation at Murray State.
Dr. Marrs and Dr. Helge have
been involved in rural special
education projects of national
scope which have brought more
than $2 million in federal grant
awards to Murray State.

NOW OPEN!

Save 2°,3$
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will include libraries ministerial
associations, public schools and
other organizations committed to
providing human services.
Project staff members will train
central core unit personnel and
other volunteers in the use of instructional modules which will
then be available to each central
core unit for training volunteers.
Volunteers will be trained to
provide a wide array of independent living services and to teach
specific self-sufficiency skills to
their severely handicapped
neighbors.
Rural sites will be selected for
participation during field-testing
and pilot-testing phases based on
topography and population density.
The network will be facilitated
by a project newsletter, and a
microcomputer will be available

OPEC cuts rate, new price war possible

KET volunteers receive $1,800
Volunteers from Calloway
County have received $1.800 in
pledges tO support KET evening
and weekend programming
The local telephone campaign
was roordinattsl by Vicki Jones.
K ET Couhty Coordinator, March 7
and El in conjunction with the Kentuck
Network's annual TeleFund
With 75 counties participating in
the Friends of K ET County Call(nit. the unofficial total pledged
from citizens statewide is $65000,
with only 39 out of 75 counties
reporting This amount will be
combined with the sum raised

Murray State. the project will provide for the establishment of Community Independent Living Service Delivery Systems to be staffed by citizen volunteers.
The systems will be set up in 20
rural areas initially and in more
than 5110 rural settings by the end
of the third year, according to
Marrs. The result will be a network of rural communities linked
by a computerized communication and sharing system designed
to assist the rural handicapped
live relatively independent lives.
Besides individual volunteers.
Marrs said the project will also involve existing service and social
clubs, libraries, churches, and
numerous other organizations and
agencies.
Organizations will be selected to
participate as central core units
within their communities. These
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Fears of
propanganda
and censorship

I was quite surprised and
equally flattered a few weeks
ago to learn that one of rue
•1;alleys" had won an award in
the Kentucky Press Association's annual contests
It was ill third-place award in
the sports column category A
sports column"" I asked
myself "I don't recall writing
any sports colunms "Jim KeeTor, the Ledger's sports editor.
had won first place in the same
t'ategory
I didn't even know Editor
Matt Sanders had sent in 011C of
my colunins. anti it'was a day
or two later that I learned
which one they had entered It
was this one, One I had done.
on rn friend. Jack White, when
he retired at 31urray State.
When I wrote it. I had no
thought of it as a sports column, but the judges seemed to
have liked it. In case you nut3ed it, or don't remember it.
here its." again.
Aft
• • •
Jack White has been a lot of places,
seen a lot of our country and done a
lot of different things, but., now he's
doing what he most enjoys - playing
golf, as much as he wants, whenever
he wants.
Jack retired a few weeks ago after
more than two decades of taking rare
of the equipment of Murray State's
athletic teams.
With his feet propped up on the
front part of a golf cart at the Murray
Country Club, he looked back the
other day across the years at some of
the places he had been and some of
the things he had done.
It was in 1961- that -he- had to have
some major "surgery At the time. he
was operating a Texaco service station on East Main Street where. Van
Haverstock and Mike Holton have
their insurance! agency, Holton &
Melugm. today
Once out of the hospital. he was
told by his doctor that it would be at
least a Year before he could go back
to greasing cars, changing oil anti
pumping gas. He simply decided to
sell out and get out of the service station business
• • •
The late Dr Ralph H Woods
at
the time the fourth president of Murtaigas sou.

After World War I, Americans believed that
foreign agents spreading propaganda in this country.had taken us down the road to war. In 1938. as
World War II was approaching. Congress passed
and President Roosevelt signed a law to check that
kind of propaganda campaign.
It was the Foreign Agents Registration Act, requiring agents of foreign governments who are
distributing films or printed material in this country to register and to label any material they
distribute which tries to influence our government
policies or influence public opinion on government
policies.
The label simply explains that the material
originates from an agent or agency of a foreign
government. It seems like a reasonable "truth-inpropaganda" requirement. Americans have always
been sensitive to any attempt by any foreign natibri
to influence our system of self-government.
But times change, and bogey men change Oh,
what an editorial outcry arose recently, when it
became known that the Justice Department had required the National Film Board of Canada to put the
label on three films being distributed in the United
States, including one nominated for as Oscar.
The Oscar nominee. "If You Love This Planet," is
critical of the nuclear arms race. Two other films
deal with acid rain, a form of air pollution
originating mostly in the United States but affecting
many Canadian lakes.
The National Film Board of Canada is a government agency registered as a foreign agent in this
country since 1947.
The iilms in question clearly deal with public(
policy issues that are controversial in this country.
There was no public criticism in 1974, when the
Justice Department required.similar labeling for a
Canadian-made documentary film on protest
demonstrations in Canada and the Canadian
government's response to them.
There was no controversy when the department
imposed the same requirements on 17 other films
and six videotapes over the last two years. involving sponsorship by agents of the governments of
Israel, South Africa and Japan.
But a great hollo sounded out across the land this
time. Cries of "censorship" were heard. Critics of
the Reagan administration had a field day.
• But it seems to us that Attorney General William
French Smith and his staff are only enforcing a law
passed by Congress. If the American people are
now more afraid of censorship than they are of
foreign propaganda, there is a remedy. Don't
fulminate at the Justice Department. Simply
change the law.

NBA tries to rebound
from financial woes

.1983

.orpte• ‘evr•

ray State and one of his go,ki
customers
came up with an idea
Why not come to the campus as the
athletic equipment manager. he suggested. and Jack took the job
DShetton-was the football coach
at the time with a squad of 75 rather
ixiorly equipped players as compared with the snamly -equipped
Racers of today
-What they had waii- worn out.'
Jack recalled -The football helmets
had very litth if any. padding in
them, and it was a probtem
sometunes tel come up 141th 11 alike in
good enough condition for a game
Since he moved Into new quarters
in Roy Stewart Statiniin in 1971 Jack
kept track
and maintained the
. equipment of only the. football and
the teark_teants, bottler/1n the first
10 years of his Mg'career, he. handled it all ,every sport on the campus
from dingy. cramped_ storage
rooms anti a tiny office in the Carr
Health Building
For 21. years, he. laundered
uniforms, maintained InVentorles,
ordered new equipment and made
repairs, man) of them himself. as
well as loading. transporting and bringing back to Murray the team's
equipment when it played away from
home.
He has been like a father to several
scores of student 'manage'r'.'hav.
mg from one to aN.1114111V as six work ing with him at tunes •'
'The only. time I ever forgot
anything was the time we' left [kali;
Vance at Charleston. Ill after p/ay ing Eastern Illinois.'• he laughe41
We had to go bark 40 miles to get
him " Doujis the sports information
director at the universd)
•

•

•

.Jae. -work
..b
of coaches in footh.411 atitl three in
basketball while at the university 4/f
the football coaches, he felt closest to
Kill Furgerson, who coached .the
Racers foe 10 years and- whose -wirirF
ing record is second only to the legendary Roy Stewart
Shelton also was is close friend and
a frequent golfing partner
Cal Luther was his "big buddyamong the basketball coaches They
made many trips together with the
basketball teams Luther coached
the Racers, excited the fans and
frustrated the officials for more than
15 years lie is now the coach at

Longwood I 'toilet:a. at-Vann% elle A a
Jark almi is particularly folk! oi
Bill Italdridge. who %.is
a%ststatit
i•oach on Mike i',ottfrie,l's staff in re
cent )ears at Nturray State .ind noel.
IA 1th Mike at I .ineinnati
They traveled ftlaris
oft road
trips in the equipment can. and he
especially recalls one. trip they made
4,from %forehead to Murray in a •
hours a trip %hull take's Ille about
eight hours to niake
Mike Dickens. a former Racem
quarterback who was a-member oi
Frank heartier's staff last fall and
no% alr;ossithi;ottfrled Cenclfinatl
is another of Jack's huddies among
the •,:iehes
• • •
When he. turned to reminiscing
about the plat,cr., a horn_ he_ had en.
lessee! kilo% ing and cc ,et, long phis he
laughed when tie ttutugtit ;avow Boss
Carly le. an otfellstt e guard arid quite
a team • iitujtfrom St 1 oats He
was a lot of film - .lark chuckled lie
1,111 4 1 Ilrecs right out in front of th,
equipment room. and some ot thy
tefiles he' ecicitlel ?Nit I' on the raegedest
under))ear )4111 ei 5.11.4 011.'(Mir
just Ira joke , 1 w rlie his itiothrt
and told hei to please. send tom solo,
ne14 UnderWear "
Another tee %hum he felt- p.o ti ulat.
Is , lose was I.arr%
t
Racers' great quarterback of the late.
But it is to 1)r Iliad Stewart -4
man of the fiecreatie efl Ofie l I 'tit si .I[
Education Department. th.it h.
eften refers tee as "the best ti lend 1
'Ver im.sil ' Chad IN the' settlilr 41111.11 t
Ifellt:11 I ilairt11.111 oil the, airfoils
• • •
Unlike the twitchy',
µ ith rt,
nn
o of Furgerson
and most id thl'
hc.kept itutritted, Jack is
natisai. Callowa CoutitN . although
he naiyeel and w orked
the'
country quite a hit hefor.: settling
down Iback home
. . ._
- Ile is -tine 'of seven rhildren of the
late Lon and Merriam White: and he:
grew up iin a lam bet cc evil Murray
and ilaiel Three of his sisters still
live in Calloway County Mrs
Robbie., Ithilock ltVes on the,old
Murray-Paris Road Mrs Ray mond
1 Amine Rayburn lives on Smith title
Street at Story Ave . and Mrs lt4thert
Rachel Hendon !Mir!. 11(1 Waldrop.
Drive
A brother. I 'relicis re'tire'd

THE BAD
NEWS IS
I'M
STILL
UNEMPLOYED.--

•

The National Basketball Association is having
financial problems. Four of the franchises are said
to be in serious trouble, and Cleveland is hanging on
by its shoestrings.
According to reports, the 23 teams have lost more
than $700,000 this year. And the season has a long
way to go.
One reason that the NBA is in trouble is that
ticket prices are high, and a lot of fans cannot afford to attend games as frequently as before.
Perhaps, too, some families become surfeited with
sports.
Another reason the NBA is having money problems is that the average player receives about
6250,000 a year, according to reliable reports. Some
of the stars are paid more than 6500,000 a year.
Careers are short, and wealthy owners want winners. In economic terms, this means demand exceeds the supply of top quality goods and drives
prices up. But there may be a limit.
The players are talking strike. They threaten a
walkout April 2. Who can blame these great athletes
for wanting all they can get?
Answer: A lot of loyal fans and sortie marginal
players who will lose sobs if rosters are cut next
year so that greater benefits can be paid. At
1250,000 plus fringes it is hard to feel very sorry for
the players.

••••-

THE GOOD
NEWS IS ,
114E RECOVERYs
ot
AND INift BEEN
RECLASSIFIED
TO MERELY

A 'LAG4ING
INDICATOR'
)

114 .1,1 of the pa)iii department at tli,
Union (ii hide plant in l'adu4 .111 lii
other brother e itley lit ed on the.
'ionic place' until ins death
,ral•k etiit si 1111111 111
S.111111411..1.
%ear at 11.1:4•: 11101 Se hOill
(Mg out to see MUM' ..1 th, “t
before. he. settled 111)%4 ii
lie spent a 5 cat- in I .01,.! rid, A .
plc in I 'alit:Mina Milt .1 te 11A. !
1-'104t.i.4 boort. , on line
C.1114.)),i) County to farm ii..,!
(lien he i)ent to Doi olt cc•
v‘orked toi a %..hile
1nieri, an (mill
In the. late "40s. he. als.,
UV A iN-1 111.1117,
'
t111111111.! haCk It'

I.' the set Sire station
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County- - Attornev %tax I'.4t
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In
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sports commentator How .,1 ,1
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Here's the column that won o surprise
award in the Kentucky Press contest

Ten years ago
A public hearing has been set for
April 10 by Army Corps of Engineers
on an application by Hutson
Chemical Co. for permission to construct a barge-terminal facility on
Kentucky Lake.
Deaths reported include Mrs. c;ttra
Windsor, 92, and Mrs. Grover (Carne)Puckett,112.
Sarah Sams won first place in flute
solo ia student-division and Mrs,Guy
Coldinghom of Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club won first in
11•Wille contest as representatives of
the Murray club-at the district contest el Kentucky Federation of
tilallard Memorial
.
Weqiani Qika,a
nigh School.
Mr. and Mrs. Devid Hutson were
Moored Mardi -4 on their 50th wedlarray State Basketball Coach Cal
al
will cowls the Kentucky Col:r
11AS4tars Team who will day

1

Tennessee All-Stars in a game at
Louisville on March 25.
Twenty years ago
Army Specialist Four Richard W
Drist'recently was assigned to First
Armored Division at Fort Hood,
Texas,
The Chicago Little Symphony.
directed by Dr. Thor Johnson, will
present a concert March 16 in Murray State College auditorium. This
will be presented by Murray Civic
Musk AISOCiation.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a' boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Gordon. a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. George-Clark. a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Jinimy Butteneeeth and h boy
to Mr.,antlers. Elliot Desmond.
Miss Jane Harriet* Kentucky
Didry • Princess. and Mrs. Edward
Ken Adams attended the Farm,
Press and Radio Banquet and the
Dairy Products Association
Breakfast at Suburban Hotel.

Louisville
Delmar Brewer, Edward Hale and
Rh-hard Lassiter had high single
games with handicap in Early Bird
Bowling league at Corvette Lanes
Thirty years ago
Opal Hou.sden, 53, was killed in ci
car-truck accident that occurred
three miles south of Murray last
night
The Calloway t'ounly Hog Show
and Sale of the Future Farmers of
America and 4-H Club will be March
16 at Murray Livestock Yard, Arlie
Scott and E B.' HoWton of Murray
State College Agriculture Department will be the Judges
&lobby Kemp and Martha RAW
were named as "Rest Sports" of
senior class of Lynn Grove High
School, accordiog to a story by Joette
Lassiter, student althe school.
Mrs. Curtis Hays, president of
Calloway County Homemakers,
presided at the Advisory Council

meeting of honien takers at the. C ',elm
ts Extension iffit eta) March)?

letter to the editor
The Falitirr
I would like to take this
taiOts
to say thanks to every one that helped
in anyway with the 4-11 Awards and
Itecogmtion Program Feb 2.8 A
special thanks to The Flower Basket,
Bombe()Gardens, Peoples Rank and
Bank of Murray. WSJ
%Litt
Sanders of the lasig4r & Times. and
Calloway County High School and
Board of Education
.•.
Our .youth are ton wrows leader"-,
for this comfnumt) Ned' -with
organizations like 4-/I we can better ,
prepare them for their future. role in
life
Thank you
Beverly Shelton
4-II Council President

murray today
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Community events listed

DATEBOOK
Thursday at 6 30 p.m. For information call 759-1087
or 753-6089 anytime. 753-4126 evenings arid 762-2963
days.

Mathis to present paper
Dr Gilbert L. Mathis. professor of economics at
Murray State University, will present a paper,
'1:rain Elevator Bankruptcy Statutes: Problems
and legislative Proporials.- at the Southwestrern
Economic Assocration.aneeting in Houston. Texas,
March 16-19.
A (o-author of the paper is l)r. Thomas w. Little,
legislative assistant to the U.S. Sen. Walter D. Huddleston I)-Ky. Mathis has been a member of the
Murray State faculty since 1966 and earned the B.S.
and M S degrees at the University of Kentucky and
the Ph 1) degree at Ohio State tkniversity.

Astronomers will meet
The West Kentucky Amateur Astronomers will
meet Thursday, March 17, at 7 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center in Land Between the Likes. This is
open to all Interested persons as the meeting will include gazing at the winter sky.

Meeting to be Thursday
Make Today Count wrIl meet Thursday, March 17,
at 10 a.m at First Christian Church. This is an
organization formed as a group for people living
with life-threatening illnesses, their family
members and other interested individuals.

Spelling bee scheduled
The First District Kentucky Education Association President's Spelling Bee will be Saturday.
Marc h
at 9 a.oi it Farmington Elementary
School Participating students will be winners of
spelling bees conducted in each school system by
the l al KEA affiliate The contest is for students
in grades four through eight

Mary Nell Shirley will be group leader for the Bible Study by the First Baptist Church WMU to start
Thursday, March 17. at 7 p.m. in the church parlor
This is open to all interested persons whether
members of WMU or not

Civitons cancel meeting

La Leche league will meet

The Murray Civitan Club has cancelled its
meeting for Thursday, March 17. The dub urges its
members and local citizens to go out and support
the Murray State University Racers in their NIT
game with Wake Forrest at Racer Arena. The
meeting will be rescheduled for Thursday. March
24.

The newly organized Murray-Calloway County
Group of La Leche league will meet Thursday.
March 17. at 7 p.m. at the home of Rita Hejkal. 408
South 12th St. La Leche League began 25 years ago
in a Chicago suburb when one mother who had successfully nursed her baby helped another who
wanted to breastfeed. For more information about
the local group call 753-8771.

PA will not meet
Parents Anonymous will not meet on Thursday.
Mari h 17. because of the spring break at Murray
mate University- This self-help group meets each

Home group will meet'

N.

Census at Murray(' alloway County
Hospital for Saturday.
March 12. was 142 adults
and night in nursery No
newborn admissions
were listed
Dismissals were as
follows
Mrs Denise Williams
and baby boY, Rt 2.
Wmgo. Mrs Earl Earley,
lit 3. Mrs Erma Rudean
Nanney, 411 South Eighth
St . Tilford Pafford. Eva,
Tenn ; Michael Kurz.
1707 Parlane, Mrs
Janice Thurmond. 1712
7 et.

:

SAT

,..1 •
_OA
CINE 1 & 2

Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 7 I) m at
Homeplace Restaurant
Murray TOPS t take off
pounds sensibly i Club
will meet at 7 p in at
Health Center
—
Alcoholics Anony Molls
will meet at 8 p m at
western portion of
livestock and Exposition
Center
-Address by Harry
Graham. state director of
Community Education
Devel merit will be at 7

Plainview; Mrs. Mary E.
Ganvood. Rt 6:
Miss Knsta I.. Byars,
302 E N St., Mayfield;
Miss Misty D Coles, tit
4: Mrs Norma Hale. 628
Broad St ; Mrs Frances
Sanderfer, 612 Depot,
Pans, Tenn : Mrs Vickie
Bell, Sedalia; Donnie
Hargrove, Dexter, Mrs
Jettie Hargrove, RI 6.
Cadiz,
Starkie Colson, Rt. 1,
Alm°. Mrs Geniva Springville, New Concord:
William Bates. Rt I.
Puryear, Tenn
Earl
Lee, Rt 6: Mrs Gertie
Mohler, Rt 1, Alm°. Otho
Schroeder, lit I. Dexter:
Mrs Roberta Ferguson,
815 South Fourth St

AN OFFiCIPI AND
AG NT MAN ,m,

sealer 753-331 4

CHERI

3

Ma. .rz,. iwita

iiT7771

The Shon'case

Oe A Tree %tory

By Pass

SMITH HONORED — Guy Smith, left, holds the cake given him at a surprise
party on his rd birthday by about 50 people from the Hickory Grove Church of
Christ. Presenting him the cake Is Mrs. Lindon (Susie) Ferguson, wife of the
church minuiter In the center is Vickie Jones. His birthday was Jan. 31, but the
event was on Sunday, Jan. 30, following church services. Mr. Smith retired from
Murray Division of the Tappan Company and resides on Rt. 1, Alm°. His wife,
Frances, died two years ago. He has two daughters, Mrs. Hoyt (Kathryn)
Cleaver, Jr., Rt. 1, Almo, and Mrs. Vernon ( Dorothy ) Shuffett, Florence, Ala;
six grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
Photo by Carol Chapman
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"Calling All Girls"
(Interested in cheerleoding class
floor tumbling - pyramid build-up)
753-4647

"SAVE THE GREEN"

V° in

Ring In Spring

March 16th - 196
,

With Savings

Zile

'King

Btu

Sat, IP464200 Sol Air Cower 7S 3-115511

Sale Starts Today
The first day of Spring and Easter. You
won't believe our money-saving buys.
Such as one group of Framed Prints
at 60% off, one selection at 50% off,
20% off storewide, and 50% off on all
gift items. Sale Starts March 15th.
Some of these items are one of a kind,
so, in order to get what you want,
shop early at the

Blackford House Gallery
418 Main StreiPt

LOorbe. cloy .
will be served at noon at
Oaks COuntey Club with
Martha- Broach and
Virginia . Jones as
chairmen. Bridge with
Joyce Thomas as hostess
will be at 9 30 a.m.
Spring woodchuck
season opens in Innd Between the Lakes and will
run until March 31.
Thursday.March 17
Wades boro
Homemakers Club will
meet with Ruby Burchett
at 1 p.m.

Hazel Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Hazel Community
Center
Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a luncheon at
noon at the club house.

Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gateway
('t Jotham S Vincent, Restaurant at Draffen426 South Eighth St.; ville.
Mrs Teresa Y. Delancey,
111 North Seventh St.;
Temple Hill Chapter
Mrs Cynthia I.. Rose, Rt, No. 511 Order of Eastern
4. Benton:
Star will meet at 7:30
Lacy R Boren, Sr., Ett. p.m. at lodge hall.
2, Indian Mound, Tenn.;
Murray Civitan Club
Mrs. Connie S. Butler and
baby boy. Rt. 3: Mi-s, Jen- has cancelled its meeting
nie M Prince, 933 South at 7 p.m. at Homeplace
Eighth St., Mayfield; Restaurant because of
Mrs. Iola M. Maupin, 1602 Murray State basketball
Ryan Ave.; Mrs. Evie P. game.
Walls, 101 Chestnut St.;
Preceptor Omicron
Robert N. Hughes, Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet
Puryear, Tenn.;
William C. Malcolm, at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn.; Public Library.
Mrs. Velda A. Chilress
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
303 South Fifth St.; Mrs.
Zona Odell Pinson, Rt. 2, of Beta Sigma Phi is
Springville, Tenn.; Mrs. scheduled to meet at 7:30
Nina Ross, 311 East 12th p.m. at Ellis Center.
St., Benton; Mrs. Kum
Mothers Morning Out
Nyon Kim 208 Irvan St.;
Mrs. Imogene Neale, 1104 will be at 8:30 a.m. at
Sycamore St.; Bonnie Good Shepherd United
Woodring, Rt. 1, Methodist Church.
Hickman.
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis Center.

Friday dismissals released

Shirts
locks
Iberia

re

Murray State University Libraries will be open
from 8 a. m to 4:30 p.m.

Parents Anonymous
will not meet. For information call 759-1087 or
753-6089.

oloseestwIt et. 753-31111

.1.4N

Murray Civic Music
Association will present
-The 1940s Radio Hour"
at 8 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium. Murray.
State University

. Front Porch Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church.

. rAjoidia Calcium
Dame& Ggpoutuatito Studio

7ntA1ung ar
TI1S TOUR CROWNS

753-151 1

Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
18 a.m.. to 1 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.

Make Today Count will
meet at 10 a.m. at First
Christian Church.

IG •wsv

The Intity(R)

-Wedneiiday,March N
William S. Mayer.

Murray -Calloway
Group of La I.eche
League will meet at 7
p.m. with Rita Hejkal at
408 South 12th St. For information call 753-8771.

r-ne

' c

1 21

Suburban
Homemakers Club will
meet at 7 p m at home of
Pat Rogers
-—
Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p m at home of Ailene
Duncan

1MM
Tuesday:Mp.m. at Robertson Memorial Baptist Church
Center, sponsored by will meet at 8 p m
PTO
Murray State Universi,
Singles Class will luert ty. Libraries will be open
at 7 p.m at Seventh and from 8 a m. to 4 30 p m •••
Poplar Church of Christ
Group C of Ladies TenMurray Assembly No nis of Murray Country
19 Order of the Rainbow Club will not play today
for Girls will meet at 7
Wednesday. March 16
p m at lodge hall
Women of First
----Bethel Baptist Bible Presbyterian Church will
Study will be at 6 p.m- at meet at 730 p.m at
home of David and church
Aleshia Cunningham. Utterback Road
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will
. meet at 1'30 p- m at
home
Murray Duplicate
of Sherrie Paschall
Bridge Club will meet at 7
p in at Gleason Hall For
Murray -Calloway
information call 489-2244
County Hospital Auxor 753-8345
iliary will meet at 10 a m
in third floor educational
Retirees of Local 1068
unit of hospital
UAW-AFL-CIO will meet
at 5 30 p ni at First
First United Methodist
Christian Church
Men will meet at 6 30
-- Martin's Chapel United p to at Wesley F'oundaMethodist Church non, Murray State
Women will pied t at 7
N Williams Chapter
p in at church
of United Daughters of
Confederacy. will meet at
Men's Softball Team of 1:30 .m. at home of Mrs.

Hospital patients listed

"WEDDING FASHIONS... WHERE
DID WE GET THEM?"
E ven 'hough fads come and go for that special
lay ,ri every girls life her wedding day the gown
she vvdi wear is as traditional os the engagement
i.ng and *he promise of 'I do '
I' true that trends in bridal fashions change
lost os those in the other worlds of fashion As
'here are several choices in fashions so are there
many different styles for the bride to be
Our dreams of a beautiful tommorrow begin with
°Vies borrowed from yesterday Even though what
we envision as contemporary styles of today our
wedding attire is often reflected in ideas we get
from our past
Even 700 years ago •brides were lust Oi interested in looking slim and beautifully femintne as
'hey ore today Dresses were created by individual
dressmakers who would work for days and even
months on fittings and the like to make the gown
lust perfect
By 1815 French laces were being imported to
the U S This lace was often times embroidered on
by the bride to be Girls would work for years on
the embroidery designs for their special day and
many times the full gathered petticoats for wedding gowns would bear the names and wedding date
of the newlywed couple
.
Young ladies of that era were taught to spin and
weave the cloth for linens to go in their. dowry's
and if the girl were not asked to wed she would
continue to spin for years to come which of course
is how we get the word spinster
Fashions have changed considerably over the
years but each season there are more and more
beautiful wedding gowns to choose from and yes.
there is one that's lust perfect for you'''

If ye, hove cewwwettts et
weestiews, we weerld uppreciwte keeriwg free yew."

Tuesday.?Leith -IS-Calloway Association
of Retarded Citizens will
meet at 7 p.m. in Room
323, Special Education
Building, Murray State
University.

The Home Department of Murray Woman's Club
will have a luncheon on Thursday, March 17, at
noon at the the club house. An Irish program and
sewing contest will be featured. Hostesses will be
Irma La Fallette. Lora Ashcraft, Lottie Key and
(Melte Vance

Bobbles From Bobbie

1

Bible study Thursday

• •

Murray Ledger & Times

Census at Murray Calloway County
Hospital for Friday.
March 11, was 146 adults
and nine in nursery.
A newborn admission
was Mitzie Coursey and
baby boy. Rt. 1. Benton.
Dismissals were as
follows
Mrs. Lily.
Mohundro.
RI 5; Mrs Sheila J. Key.
Rt. 6; Mrs. Cynthia Parrish, Rt. 3. Mrs. Dru.silla
McKinney, 1913
Westwood Dr , Mrs
Helen K Hill, Itt. 1.
Mayfield; Mrs Pamela
G. Davis. Box 491.
Gleason, Tenn., Mrs
Margaret J. Coltharp. lit
1. Mayfield;
Miss Krystal I.
Hargrove, Box 773. John
W Tucker, 2002 Richard
Jones Rd , Nashville,
Tenn ; Daniel P Crofoot.
Rt. 6, Mayfield; Mrs.
Cynthia L. Wheeler, No.
15 Shady Oaks Trailer

Ocean Pacific
T-Shirts At

Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church.

RENT-TO-OWN
NO CREDITORS CHECKEP

First Baptist Church
WMU Week of Prayer
program will be at 9:30
a.m. in church chapel.

We're heppy to osisteeeco
that Amy Ryes, moot bride of
Keith Mentes hes selected her
deconrthig accessories fres ow
bridal registry

Bible study for WMU
and other interested persons will be at 7 p.m. in
parlor of First Baptist
Church.

West Kentucky
matenr Astronomers
Will mot at 7 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
, Land Between
r
Lakes.

tinta

iturray Art Guild will
meet at 10 am. at the
guild, 183 North Sixth St
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Furniture industry seeing more women
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Though !urniture sty ft's
and produ, lion methods
haVe undergone changes
over the .ears, the pr..hange itself
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shook I N in
generally
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opportunites are increasing
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to the retail sales floor
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Roofs have look of prestige, fire protection
Homeowner.,
, ail
have the h.ok .1 iii
prestige of a -,•,1.1r. shake
roof with built in fire protection
A now fire rated roof from
ing .or .1
Masonite c..rporation of
fers the best .if both
worlds It • arries 1.1aSS
t' fire rating IA ith the. appear.,
it if
characteri,ti.. of wo...1shingles.
The firV.
1"1,1111e .11....St roof.
ing is designed for use
either in riev% I epristrue bon or re t....fing It, f
resistant properties at
manufacture...1 um, r hiboard it.self and are an in
trinsic patt of the. V.
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on the house
ItOck ,..,1 or
chloride is a type- - of
chemical popular for its
ability to melt ice It
penetrates ice and forms
a brine solution that
breaks the bond between
ice and pavement But
Henry Kirchner, a
technical speciahst for
Dow Chemical (70., says
it is not as effective as
calcium chloride pellets
for melting tee He has
produced a pile of
statistics intended to prove his point, but it will be
interesting to see. how the
supporters of sodiUM

Jr.

HAI197C

seam

THIS COUNTRY-STYLED. HOME incorporates solar
features in itsiridiiional layout, with a bedroom on the main
floor and two more on the second floor. The south-facing
solarium adds to the amenities of the Great Room. Plan
A1197C has 1.390 square feet. on the first floor and 540 on
the second. For more information write - enclosing a
stamped; self-addressed envelope - to architect Thomas NI.
Cohen. 48 West 48th St.. New York N.Y. 10036.

Foreclosures in 1982 at record level
WASHINGTON AP
The rate of home loans.
heading for foreclosure
hit a record level in the
United States as 1982 ended with the economy still
ailing and unemployment
still climbing, a lenders
group says.
Unemployment has
since begun to decline.
and many economists say
the recession has ended.
However, no one is
predicting a sudden end
to payment problems for
many jobless or otherwise financially troubled
homeowners.
Monday's report from
the Mortgage Bankers
Association of America
said the percentage of
loans in the process of
foreclosure stood at 0.67
percent of more than 27
million outstanding home
loans at the end of 1912 a total of about 180,000 individuals or families.
The report softened
that figure a bit by
estimating that less than
haU the loans that slip into foreclosure proceedings end up with borrowers actually losing
their houses. Still, the
new rate was the highest
recorded in surveys
dating back to 1953, rising
from 0.12 percent in the
third quarter.
Other figures in the
report said:

• The percentage of home
loans with payments 30 or
more days past due stood
at 5.7 percent in the
fourth quarter, up from
5 48 percent.
• The rate for new
foreclosures started in
the final quarter held
steady at 0.22 percent, the
same as in the third
quarter.
A 'news release accompanying the report
quoted the group's executive vice president.
Mark J. Riedy. as saying
that "the problem may
have been at or near its
peak during the fourth
quarter."
The report itself said.
."A stronger economy
means increased industrial output. a lower
level of unemployment
and decreased mortgage
delinquency rates as the
recovery picks up during
1983.
"However, unemployment will remain high by
historical standards
throughout 1983, and the
coming improvement in
mortgage -payment
statistics could be
delayed until the second
quarter."
Riedy said there have
been great efforts by
lenders and borrowers
alike
to forestall
foreclosure by working
out a payment plan
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444
r•t• 11,
think about it as a possi
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our next cc l'.it r suit,.' OW
tuned effei t, of dor ye in
dov., arid st teen, ,Iii
2.:e
talus k out as touch
While the growth is dif- percent of the still's
•111.1 heat knottier
ficult to remove trim efIel
roofing surfaces, it may tip is that, when taking 4
I'.' cleaned with a diluted hot b;itli or .thoWer or us
nig the sink, 1...1.1. the beet
chlorine. bleach solution
Since this solution can be cc •Itel Stallt1111b: 1111t11_ It
.• 0.1turn
Not otit. 1A111
hazardous when carried
onto a roof, it has to be the heat radiate Int/ u OW
handled with extreme roonl. Ind the es, aping
care If you decide to ig- moisture will add much
nore. the algae. growth. it needed humielit% to dr%
will do little else to your houses as a %ilk tme'utu'fit
roof except to darken it
11.0.1t -!..111t sellers 1.1.111
somewhat For those who
live in areas of the cotin- find mu. it helpful If ,
to where %ann. 1111111111 flintlatiOn
Pr.11'tit
conditions encourage the 11.1n411140.1k.
growth of algae. and who Home Repairs.' which
contemplate reroofing. can be elletaine.1 le% sen
t
it
til is
$1
consider the use of algae
resistant asphalt shingles Hy% spapri at his
Teane.ck. N.1(1766,6
now iavailable

satisfactory to both par tie's.- lie credited such
efforts with keeping the
rate for new foreclosures
from rising.
The new report came
as congressional House
members prepared to
vote later this week on a
$760 million bill to steer
emergency loans to some
families facing
foreclosure
_ In particular, the
legislation would be
designed to help financially troubled borrowers
who had lost jobs or had
had income drasticall!,
reduced during the recession.
ill. you
templating

are coninsulating
your attic -- or adding to
the present insulation a detailed account of this
project can be had by sending 20 cents and.a long.
stamped, self-addressed
envelope- for a copy of
-Save Money by Insulating." to Know-How.
P. 0. Box 477. Huntington, NY 11743.

Q. - I Will be doing considerable gluing slam
Can you tell 1111' the difference between contact
cement and plastic resin
('an they both be used for
wood' I ati.SUIlle contact
cement. pidg mg by the
name, does not require
clamps to harden properly. Is the same thing true.
for plastic resin"
A
You are correct
about contact cement It
requires no clamping It
can be used to bond
almost anything. but
generally is used for attaching laminated plastic
or sonic other veneer to a
wooden surface The to
that it bonds ui-stantl
means no attachment
must be made until the'
parts are lined up
pret'isely. Plastic resin
glue is for wood mainly
It is resistant to moisture"
and IN very strong, but
needs clanips while the
glue is drying
We have an
asphalt shingle. roof In
several places, there is a
discoloration on the
shingles that puzzles us
It is a kind of brown to
black color and seems to
be some kind of fungus
growp Can you tell us
what'it is and how we can
get rid of it"
A
It is probably a
discoloration caused'*
algae and can occur on
almost any kind of roof. It
usually takes place where
there are warrn, humid
conditions. However,' the
algae do not feed on the
roofing material, so they
do not affect the life expectancy of the roof.
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NEW HOMES
No Down
Payment
f you «Jo do
orrie of-- the.
work
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700
Patterns
In Stock
IA/ ‘i I Witt

Free
Meeting
Coll Collect for

%PIN

%I

3594 tone Oak Rd
LONE OAK PLAZA
PADUCAH, KY
9 6 MOP

information,
( 6 )5) 6 9 3
6460

SAT

SO2 S*S4 0100

•

MONEY
MARKET
INVESTMENT ACCOUNT
1. lassereed lesfsty us $100,000 by tbe PitIC
2. Niob alastey Market boleros, Rots. Cheoted Wiesbly
3. Ns Limit ea Weifierewels or Deposits Anytime*
4.
Itateaseat wit% Interest Coaeposeed•I

8364%
COMPOUNDED DAILY
12500 04411.14M1/11.
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here's the answer

FIRST FLOOR
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,.111•1.11plilig

•:Large enough to be strong,

•
:

...top;

won..
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N•41,1 t 14$ t
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aman enough to be friend!,.

PAT., it Titt Mint i11. k

tfriN.,It a TfitrA. Temla).liar, h I

Save 2 R2
Piece Bath Set
,
t
•
coy.,

INALMART

'ant. top 'C.-'-*

Shop Early For Best Selections!
3ave 26°0
Tub 'n Sink Jelly
or Naval Jelly

Terrific Savings'
Full Figure
Knit Pants
.•

•‘.••

Your Choice

1.34
ha( )11
IF anti kruic

Compare
Quality, Prices
and Selection!

Save Up To 3 03
Junior Misses
Dressy Blouses

6.78
Great Boy
Fillet Knife

Armor All
•
•'. ,00rk•Heo

Save 1 19
Boys Short Sleeve
Knit Shirt

Terry
Training
Pants

Dressy Bonnet'
••••

62

.1.•

••'•

4
,`

6.74

Mens Short Sleeve
Western Shirt

t(
Save 2 08
/Boys Casual Pant
c\•ro 50 PUty1*•# COI1Of

5.43
Infant Girls Sundress

belted pant witr
Mountain Lion on front
•Nakrtaki •Reg 12 94
• T ods i

Save 1 00
Infant Tank Set
With Jacket

1O86

Plus These Everyday Low Prices Throughout Our Store

LOW
PRICES
EV

Day

COMPARE
QUALITY
PRICES AND
SELECTION!

78.

Everyday Low Price

Famous Criss Cross Bras
strytor, vra spartoex pOtyestor ef.laSlit

KiNIA•X
Co:Ifq

ro.,c, bands style in lace Or ltrC01 *While
and beige •32-44 ABCD

641 N. Central Center 759-9095
Mon.-Sot. 9-9, Sun. Noon-6
Expires 3-20-83
•

•

ovi a ,, 1

%ell%
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•

si.arr
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tr..% •

•
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Pair

everyday Low Price

Mons Orion Crew Socks
•75.14 Orlon 2$9*, nylon .4 Coors
floSiZe 10-13

•
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We would like to announce the Murray Wal-Mart's first
Annual Little Mr. and Miss Wal-Mart contest on Friday,
March 25, at 7:00 p.m.
Rules are as follows:
1.) Each child must be between the ages of 3-7.
2.)The children of Wal-Mart associates are not eligible.
3.) Little Mr. and Miss Wal-Mart will represent the Murray
Wal-Mart store in various activities.
4.) A $20 gift certificate will be presented to each winner
and a gift will be presented to each runner-up.
Fill out the following application and return to the Moray Wal-Mart Store. Deadline for application will be TuesdaxMarch 22.
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acting, religion and music
may also appeal to you /lirthdate of - Janies Madison,
U S president, Jerry fruits,
comedian; and liernardo Hertolueet,filmmaker
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No Nfunds for disappointed U of L fans
Al'.There will be no
1.01/ISVI1,LE. Ky
refunds for Louisville basketball fans who bought
tickets to theMufwest Regional, which Louisville is
hosting 1,.:riday and Sunday. said officials
Athleto Director Bill Olson said Monday that
NCAA regulations will prevent the univesity from
granting any refunds
The I1i,000-plus seats at Freedom Hall, where
most fans had been expecting the third-ranked Cardinals to he playing. were sold out weeks ago for the
Midwest Regional
But the Cardinals won't be there They'll be about
1111
rirdes away at the Mideast Regional at
1..% arts% ilk. Ind
It looks to me like we're being penalized for being, so r eStif
olsen said "That's, not the
Amen, an way
We should have been rewarded, not penalized.he said It's something the NCAA will have to live
lth ii the future I'm not sure schools will want to
ta,i for a regional if they're successful and don't get
a

/hint e

"If anyone got the shaft,
our fans did ...
Why go to all the trouble
of buying tickets if your team
is going somewhere else?"
Coach Denny Crum

pia) At hoine

Loa, h Denny Crum tl-aid
if anyone got the
shaft our fans dal there's no other way to put it
to all the trouble and expense of buying
Aii kets if.x our team's going somewhere else"Larher. Dave Cawood. assistant executive direchir of the NCAA. said no refunds of ticket money
will be permitted
If we .hd.that it'd be a precedent.- Cawood said
Niaragm1A/11W:111e Will get the minimum of 250. tickets at
Ille
(11111 whose • lub has a 29-3 record. said he
•toesn't • are who we. play or where, really.
tie, ails.' we've played better on the road than we
Live at hi of Ile a IrlY Via)
rum s:11/1 .1 imagine they moved us heeause
I rccdom 11:0! .as sold out and they NCAA • hat

their money I don't know if Houston was sold out or
not. but I doubt it"
The reason Louisville was switched to the
Mideast as the No I seed was because it was deemed to be the second-best college team in the country
at this point
The problem was that both Louisville_ and
Houston traditionally are placed in the Midwest and
both were hosting first-round regionals this year.
have Gavitt, chairman of the NCAA Tournament
committee. said Sunday that when it decided to give
the Midwest's Ni) I seed to Houston. it couldn't
justify putting third-ranked louisville in the same
region.
'It came down to a close all between Louisville

and Houston,'• Gavitt said."and it was with a heavy
heart that the committee had to decide in favor of
Houston I'm sure louisville will be disappointed."
Crum. whose Cardinals won the Metro Tournament title this'past weekend. said "I'd rather be
seeded No. 2 and stay at-home than be No 1 and
moved somewhere else. But then, maybe! should
be thankful that we got lathe tournament," •
This will be the seventh straight NCAA tournament appearance and the 10th overall for Louisville
under Crum.
His teams have made it to post-season play in all
12 of Crum's seasons at loinsville.--reaching the
NCAA semifinals four times and winning the national championship in 1980

Hall says take games one at a time, then U of L
Ki
t of

times in the tournament
but one or the other has
Ketitio ky•I
always lost i11111 we've
ti.oya 11 111.1% t/Pk till' failed to have the
1110
torn, this week playoff...flail said
-.keth.ill fans
whet)
I hope we both make it
/111111 the State iit Idle to this time, but we're not
mull over the Nt'AA tour- going to start talking
nament a:airings
about meeting them yet
'tut Kenna ky Coai ti We're game to worry
It 11;111 said he about 1thio I' and Illinois
ti l keep things in
State
ti‘ e w tale 11 WIPPThe winner (if the tame
111i' a ;r•tite f4 Ilk squad illmois State preliminary
ough the . Mideast- wilt be Kentucky 's firsi•
Iteeional minefield
round opponent Saturday
K
t
d in Tampa. Fla ,A victory
•k
Louis%
hax 4' herr) there would send the
sit man!.
paired I
third-seeded Wildcats 111
1 .i:Xl\(11

tr,pet

Knoxyllle. enn . against
oklahnina. Alabamahit ITI or Indiana
LOUIS% ale SP4qted, first
in the region, will play
either Marquette or TenWS:WC in Evansville, Ind
If victorious, the Car-

The exp•ected Albuquerque. You can
dina Is would .meet
showdown
never see there are a lot of
1;eorgla Southern, Robert
Moms,Purdue or Arkan- materialized, however, possibilities fdr upsets.
as the Blue Raiders stun- Just look how Many
sas in Knoxville:
Two victories by each ned the WildcaLs 50-44. upsets there have been
team would pit Louisville Louisville then • ripped this year and just this
against Kentucky on Middle Tennessee 81-56 past week.
"The good thing about
March 26 for a berth in en route to the Final
it is that you don't have to
the Final Four at Albur- Four
A larger. tournament play them all. he said.
querque. N.M. •
field
this year. will make- 'Somewhere along the
The'route to a
for anybody line. you've got to get a
Kentucky-Louisville it
to
to
Final
get
Four." little luck. Somebody is
game was less circuitous
going to get upset. Still.
last year when the •Car- - Hall said.
"If you look down you have to win, three
(finals were bracketed
against the winner of a through the tournament. games to get to the Final
first-round game between there are many teams Four and you're going to
Kentucky and Middle that can make their way have to beat some good
to that final game at teams."
Tennessee

Express catching on fast to winning ways of USFL
m's ANGELES Al' Mike Rae to Ricky 4111s.
• Ey ery game in the ran us record to 2-0 MonI'mted State Football day night with as 20-3
League is a learning ex- triumph over the winless
perience 'for the teams, Washington Fedrraks
''We 1411•Irefl'i ($111111AIN Angeles Exanti
seems to 1/11• I at- rtant.'• said Express
iamb Hugh Campbell
, hi Tig on faster than
• •We still have a lot of
"Ftie Expt-e-ss. featuring things to worry about
nu. team is showing a lot
.1 •a•lid defensive per
forma 11 e a lid t %IP of spirit, but we still have
111111% tl
passes from a long way to go
ti

adernically
Considering the club
has played just two
gilIlles, the Express actually made few mistakes
against Washington, suffering no interceptions,
no lost fumbles, ,and
drawing just
perialtIPS for 44 yards.
• •We•re still young and
will make mistakes,"said Rae, a pro veteran of
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nine years in the National
Football League and
Canadian. Firotball
League. "We have a long
way to go. We don't know
how good we are yet
we've won two games,
but we don't know how
good the other teams are
"I've been watching TV
and trying to analyze the
other teams in the league,
but it's still too early to
tell 'Rae, quarterback on
Southern California's national collegiate championship team in 1972,
threw scoring strikes of
17 and 18 yards to tight
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MADE
DENTURES
T

T

.

A

TEETH
2 office visitssame day

WITH
PORCELAIN
TEETH
3 office visits2 days
•-a, P1 fetetury or

end Ellis in a 35-second
span of the second
quarter to pull the Express away from a 3-3 tie.
He completed- eight ot
14 passes for 110 yards in
the first half, then gave
way to rookie Tom
Ramsey
under Campbell's two-quarterback
system
in the second
half.
Spearheading the Loa
Angeles defense against
the Federate were safety

Henry Clay coach
says only 'great'
team will beat his
LEXINGTON, Ky.
AP -Lexington Henry
Clay coach Al Prewitt
says his team will be at a
slight disadvantage playing in the lower bracket
of the boys' state tournament.
But he also says "it will
take a great basketball
team- to beat the secondranked Blue Devils in the
tournament which opens
Wednesday.
Prewitt explained that
"when you're in the lower
bracket, you play late
night games and don't get
as much rest as upperbracket teams who play
first."
The Blue Devils, who
have won 14 straight and
NI of 30 games,swing into
action Thursday night
against Greenup County.
264.
Henry Clay is one of six
ranked contenders left in
the tournament, which
concludes Saturday night
with the championship
battle in Rupp Arena.
Prewitt said he'd taken
five teams to the
schoolboy classic when it
was held in Louisville
"and I lost every time.
This year: we'll be at
home and that will help
because I can keep my
players on a .regular
routine.
"This is my sixth
team,. and I feel we've
got as good a shot at the
title) as anybody,—
Prewitt said Monday during a telephone interview.
The Blue Devils,, making their 22nd tournament
appearance, own five
state crowns, all collected in the early days
when the school was
known as Lexington
Senior High.
After Henry Clay wrapped up the llth Region title with a 68-61 decision
over Tates Creek during
the weekend, Prewitt
said "They've worked
hard all season and their
work has paid off. I knew
they could do it. It was
just a matter of them
sticking with it and proving they're an awfully
good basketball team."
Henry Clay is in the
lower bracket with

Alvin Burleson, who logged seven solo tackles, one
assist and one quarterback -sack; and
linebacker Ron Se.,swell,
who was in on six tackles,
deflected two paves and
intercepted another
The game at the LA
Coliseum drew a crowd of
22,453, the smallest for a
USE!. game thus far and
In a completion of Sunsome 12,000 fewer than
day's
postponed baseball
for the Express' debut in
Murray State
game.
the Coliseum.
thumped Rhode Island,
11-7, at Reagan Field.
The game, postponed
Sunday because of
darkness, was resumed
in the bottom of the sixth
Monday. Scott Peck went
doubles matches were 3-for-3 for Murray and
cancelled.
Tommy Gregg got on
Today the Racers were base four consecutive
_scheduled to host times Itwo singles, two
Western Kentucky at 2:30 walks).
p.m
Lee Hutson, Murray
Murray brings an &I slugger, launched a tworecord into today's mat- run homer Monday afterchup
noon which cleared the
maintenance building
beyond the leftReld fence.
Darrell Graves picked

After the Henry ClayGreenup County . - clash
Thursday night, Middlesboro, 24-8, encounters
F'airdale. 19-13.
•
It has been 33 -•years
since Fairdale qualified
for the Sweet 16.
"I think my father
i who died in 1973) must
be looking down and smiling on us right now," said
Stan Hardin, coach of
Fairdale's Sixth Regional
tiUist.'This i,s a good win for
the school and the community. I can't say
enough about the kids."
The quarterfinals are
scheduled Friday; the
semifinals on Saturday
morning. The two survivors meet that evening
for the title.
There will be a new
champion this year. Last
year's winner, Laurel
County, lost in district
play as did the 1982
runner-up, North Hardin.

MSU pops Rhode Island
in Monday doubleheader

Racer netters whip
Memphis State, 5-1
After only the single's
matches Murray State
was declared the winner
in a men's tennis meet at
!Memphis State, Monday.
Coach Bennie Purcell's
netters won, 5-1, winning
all but the Nlo.I seed
single's match. The

fourth-ranked Louisville
Ballard and No.13 Warren Central
In the upper bracket.
sixth-ranked Owensboro
is making its fifth
straight trip to the state
tournament The Red
Devils have been in 33
state tournaments and
have won three times
Number three Carlisle
County and No. 14 Clark
County also are in the upper bracket.
Top-ranked I ouisville•
Male, losing for the first
time this year within
Kentucky, dropped a
regional final to Ballard.
Clark County, 28-5.
takeslA Scott County. 246, in 'the first afternoon
game Wednesday, follow-,
ed by a meeting between:
Breathitt County, 27-6,
and Carlisle County...37!
)
1.__
The format for Wednesday evening puts McCreary County, 24.-7;
against Christian County,:
24-6. and Highlands, 19-:
13, against Owensboro,
29-6.
Action resumes Thur
day afternoon with
Ballard, 29-3, challenging,
Warren Central, 26-7, and •
Taylor County, 25-5, play- •
ing Sheldon Clark,28-5.

The Murray Civiten Cleb THANKS
the businesses and individuals that
supported their anneal PANCAKE DAY
MARCH 12th. Thanks for helping the
Civitons to help people.
cantsrms

up his first win.
In the second game at
Reagan Field, Murray
was trailing 5-4 in the bottom of the seventh with
two outs and Mike
Gargiulo drove in Tommy Gregg with a two-run
homer.
Rhode Island was
shutout after that as Jeff
Gass retired the final four
batters in relief. Scott
Tucker was the winner in
the 6-5 Murray • victory
after throwing six Ks in
723 innings.
The 'Breda, now 6-3,
travel to Vanderbilt today before hosting Rhode
Island again on Thursday.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

vet
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Guidry, Murray pitch 11-0 no-hitter for Yanks
By The Associated Press 12-2.Jim Rice drilled a fifth inning as the MmEven George Stein- solo homer, his fourth in nesota Twins defeated
brenner pant complain seven games, pacing the the Las Angeles Dodgers
about thiione.
Boston Red Sox to an 8-2 8-5.
In the past, the hard-to- pounding of the CincinAn eighth-inning double
please owner of the New nati Reds.
by Jesse Barfield drove
York Yankees has taken
Mike lvie had three in the winning run as the
exhibition games more hits, including a homer Toronto Blue Jays
seriously than his and game-winning single, defeated the Philadelphia
managers and players, to lead the Detroit Tigers Phillies 2-1 and Dane lorg
especially those that to a 10-9 victory over the and Orlando Sanchez hit
were televised back to Chicago White Sox. Gary home runs to power the
New York.
Ward drove in three runs St. Louis Cardinals to a
Monday night, the with a pair of singles and 12-5 victory over the
Yankees were on TV for Gary Gaetti's two-run Houston Astros
the first time this spring homer capped a six-run
Mike Davis hit a twoand Ron Guidry and Dale
Murray combined to
pitch a no-hitter, an 11-0
rout of a split squad of
,,)or lo el Peservotions Coll
Pittsburgh Pirates.
Another group of
Pirates didn't fare much
better against the New
York Mets, managing only seven hits and bowing
8-1 as Hubie Brooks and
Tom Veryzer doubled
home two runs apiece in a
American and International Trareltime
five-run third inning. The
Mets sent 10 batters to the
plate against Ross
Baumgarten in the big inning with eight getting
hits.
The Atlanta Braves had
some good news and
some bad news in the pit1963 Mazda pickup truck.
ching department. The
number of casualties
1902 Chevy Pickup 2,300 miles
among the Braves'
1962 Chevy Van, 17,000 miles
=mid corps grew to four
with the aching arms of
1961 Pontiac T1000 2 door, air condition, on
Phil Niekro and Rick
owner.
Camp, considered the
1981 Cutlass Coupe Diesel, one owner local
team's two top starters.
Mein.% suffering front
1980 Pontiac Phoenix 2 door, one owner, local
a sore shoulder, was
Liken out after pitching
1960 Owens,2 door,local.
one inning On Sunday.
1960 Okls Omega 4 door, one owner, local.
However, rookie righthander Craig McMurtry
loaded.
extended his scoreless'
1960 Buick Skylark 4 door, 18,000 actual miles,
streak to 11 Innings Monone owner,local.
de y , while Claudell
1160 Buick Century 4 door.
Washington and Glenn
1979 Olds Cutlass Brougham Coupe,one owner
Hubbard drove in two
local.
runs apiece in a 5-0 vic1978 Mercury Station Wagon one owner.
tory over the Texas
Rangers.
1977 Cadillac Sedan DeV1110. Local.
McMurtry pitched the
1977 GMC Jimmy 4 wheel drive.
first five innings, bolding
the Rangers to three hits.
1017 Pontiac Gran Prix
walking none and striking
Ford LTD 2 door.
1977
out two. Only one Texas
1977
Cadillac Eldorado.
runner advanced as far
1974 Jeep 4 wheel drive
at second base and
McMurtry retired 10 bai11173 Chevrolet Malibu 2 door
lers in a row doing ene
1966 Pontiac Tempest 4 door
stretch.
CHECK WITH US FIRST FOR THE REST
The 6400t-6 Idelifuria
who was 17-9 with
LOCAL USED CARS IN TOWN.
mond of the Class AAA
Son lion Static Ia Rieke
International Leagvisin
Wellifirdeas,
year, mid beta
to think about
)ump to Atlanta.
Elsewhere, Ken Phelps
Ilk two home nos &seine
MO former teem as the
Montreal Expos blasted
the Kansas City Royals

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

PURDOM'S VALUE RATED
USED CARS

PURDOM

run flouter and Bob Angels In a morning It
Kearney drove home two game. Max Venable had
more with a double to a homer and single off
lead the Oakland As over Angels starter Tomlin)

the Chicago Cubs 9-1 Dan
Gladden put San Francisco ahead with a runscoring triple and Jeff
Leonard belted a two-run
homer in a fourth-inning
rally that earned the.
Giants to an 11-7 victory
over

the

California

John and the Giants

5, .

700 N 4th
•

—.

Hendon's Service Station 7S.3•1921
Murray

WWI

5-3
Ruppert Jones rapped
a two-run single and F:114
Show pitched three
scoreless innings as the
San Diego Padres
defeated the Cleveland
Indians 5-2

MAKE & ML)DI

BENNM FARMS
214 Prevlectiee Sok
Monday, Merck 21, 1913

Soh it 7:00 p.m.
Letetise: 10 mass gaols if Frodonie, KY et 4 miles
see% ef Iddyv1114, KT ea Ilighvrey 1943.
Selling 35 Bred Gilts (Duroc.ond Crossbred), 40 Open
Gilts (Duroc and Crossbred) 35 Boors (Mod( and
Yorkshire)

BENNM FARMS

Rees 2

fidyviNe, ET
302 311-7274 of 7594

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD 247-5912

Compare your
Homeowners
Coverage
with this:
•Full replacement cost coverage for repairing
or rebuilding your home guaranteed
• Full replacement cost coverage for you
personal property guaranteed

•$2500 coverage on silverware and

goidware
•52.500 coverage on teweiry and furs
•$100,000 personal liability coverage

VILUCII
FOOD
---Er0111
,that will get all you bunnies hopping

1
1

Get Your Easter Dinner
Aged Country Ham

Half-Whole-Or Center Slice
-.,................

100; Pars Groyne, I•e1

PSmoked
atties

Plus a dozen other valuable coverages And
they're not added:Eost options They re all
built into a single policy
the new HOME
DEFENDER Homeowners Policy from State
Auto insurance Companies

h•sty Acres

Compere coverages Then compare rates
Chances are you may be paying more and

Frosty Acres Purple Nell

getting lets
Call Us for details

PURDOM &
THURMAN
INSURANCE
7.7407 Maple
4.,753554451

Goofier Lbs. 141.b. lit

Jowl
Baby Limas
Peas

i
4

$1 946
994
899
$ 1 599
Li.

20 h.

20 h

Beef
Choice
of
Sides
Gvarantood Tender

No Chino he Cooties. ilfreasset
Imam;

$1 29
11.

223•301111. svg.

Wholesale & RetailMeat
GIBSOpti
oliAM CO
7S -1 0
No Octopi Fool
7 s.p.-5 p.n. Alles.-M.
Swaps
1575. 34 $t.
7 a.s.-I2
Sat
Only radar& Inspected Meat Marilee In Murray

& TIWL.s. Taasday. March IS. 1903

lotion for -honeymooners arisen rolls
quarter.J
college bound fnend ithe washers and dryers in dorms get
hungry, tool. etc
latst Christmas I stuffed some pasta shells with dollar
bills so mi new sister an law could buy shate*er pasta•
maker mio time she wanted Returns are a bummer'
I !NI IA IN FARMERS BRANCH TEXAS

Prosecutor hopes conviction helps
HARLAN, Ky. I AP .
A Harlan County prosecutor says he hopes the
bootlegging conviction of
79-year -old Maggie

Bailey of Clovertown will

mandate and directive to
see that the laws are enforced
•*1 hope other court officials and law enforcement agents will accept
this verdict as an expression of public will."
Johnson said.
•It will be historic if
she stops bootlegging."
said Circuit Judge Sid
Douglass. who sentenced
Bailey on Friday
Under occupation on
Bailey's presentence investigation report. Probation Officer Charles
Power filled in
-employed all her life
in the liquor business"
She was found guilty in
1939 of violating federal
liquor tax laws and
sentenced to 15 months in

In 1941 she was convicted again, and
sentenced to two years in
the federal reformatory
for women in Alderson.
WV*.
Her first contact with
the local courts carne
when she was charged in
1953 with illegally selling
whiskey. Those charges

lead to more
tion
against bootlegge
by
police and the court!
Bailey was sentenced
to prison for selling
whiskey in dry Harlan
County after nearly 30
years of having liquorrelated charges dismissed
-1 wanted to find out
the extent of the people's
willingness to participate
in the enforcement of
laws against bootlegging . !lariat' County
Cornmonwealth•s Attorney Ron Joimson said
Ile said the jury gave
poll, .. and prosecutors a federal prison

were diszniased. as were
many of the more than 50
additional ones leading
up to August 1961.
"This case involves
creating respect for the
law." Judge Douglass
said
Bailey was not without
her supporters, however,
including a group that
showed up at her sentencing Friday with a sign
reading ••Save Mag
Bailey "
-It's cruel to send an
old woman like that to
jail 'one woman said
Bailey, convicted last
Tuesday of selling
whiskey on Dec 19 and
Dec 21, 1990. said she
qua selling liquor five
years ago, and had been
framed by law enforcement officials
-I'm not guilty of what
I'm charged with I'm
just not guilty," she said
Douglass sentenced her
to one year am each of the
two charges, with the
terms to be served concurrently . and required
her to post a $1,000 cash
bond to be forfeited if she
trafficks in alcohol
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By Abigail Van Buren

Humming in Woman's Head
Ears
Isn't Music to Her head

right now ana
DEAR All/tY I have a noise in my
I have had it for about four weeks It sounds like a high
pitched humming or butting that ne%er stops At first I
thought it must be something in the house. but I heat it
when I go outside. too No matter where I am. I hear this
humming. butting sound all the tune It's driving me
Cribly
My husband has been telling me for three years that he
hears a constant ringing in his ears but I thought he was
just imagining it
I am Zi!) and my husband is !S9 What is the trouble with
what' Bair you ever heard of
us'' Are we going f razy
this ptiiblem." And what ran we d11 about it"
HEARING 'THINGS IN II.I.INOIS

DEAR HEARING THINGS: I have indeed heard of
it. Its a condition called -tinnitus,- and millions of
people are afflicted with it in varying degrees. There
are many causes. but•few of the most common are:
wax buildup in the ears. exposure to loud noises.
Meniere's disease, a tumor in the auditory nerve,
middle-ear infection. allergies to food or medication. Sometime• this condition iii simply part of the
natural aging process.
You and your husband should be i'summed by an—
ear, nose and throat specialist to drti•rmine what
the cause is. and what, if anything. can tie done to
alleviate it.
If it cannot be remedied. you may have to learn to
live with it. Please don't put off erring sour doctor
The more you know shout this z:ondition, the less
anxious you will be.
PEAR AltliV I'm all for giving cash gittis It s been my
personal eiperience that I actually impend less that way —
not to mention the well( and tear on me and my car
while hunting for the perfet present
Besides:there are ways
.,al, I've made a
I iirdboard "pizza" with toms pasted .111 ..%.-T it for
tern
ager'• birthday. filled al hubs bottle with money for a babs
shower, wrapped doll.ir billa around ,, bottle of ..uritatt

DEAR LINDA: Cash. is not nearly so crass when
presented With•creative gimmick. Thanks for lions*
valuable suggestions.
DEA K A FiFiY I'm a traveting man who's on the read
five days a week I have a pretty young wife Imy second)
whom I've always trusted until last Pnday night when I
came home, put on my bathrobe and found a well used
pipe in the pocket'
I don't smoke a pipe Never have And my wife has
never smoked anything She claims she has never sown
that pipe before and doesn't know how it got there
()K, so she's not admitting to anything, but the next
day when I went to get the pipe, it wasn't where I had put
it' It mat plain disappeared I Nearched the apartment hut
it was nowhere to be found
My wife claims she doesn't know what happened to it
We are the only two people in this apartment
From what I've told you, what conclusions would you
draw'No names please Mv wife calls me

PAPA BEAR
DEAR PAPA REAR: It's just a wild awfwa, but I
think somebody's been sleeping in your bed. Pity,
the evidence went up in smoke.
DF:AR ASHY I'm a ',I year old advertising man who
spends half his life on the telephone.
In the last two or three years, I find that when I identify
myself to young women on the phone, they immediately
begin calling _me Ii'. my first mune I don'eknow their
names and ran't find out without making a specific
request These are the girls who want to he called
"women" who resent being call -Miss." and who object to
undue familiarity from male colleagues on the job
Call me ."Mister." OK" I'll call you "Ma " I promise not
to pinch you or tell off color jokes You get my messages
right..Deal''
ALE BUSINESS IN litiSTON
DEAR ALL RUMNESS: If being addressed by your
first name rankles, omit your first name and introduce yourself as "Mr.- Problem-solved.
41.•

•••

If you put off writing letters tit-cootie you don't
know what to ass, wend for Abby's complete booklet
on letter-writing. Send 1E2 and a long, stamped 137
cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby. Letter Booklet, P.0. Box :01023, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

•

• DETROIT

14

.22-year-old
2!

•4

44

53
'1'

9,

LiA SIS;X Mr"'X M 71:1

'Clown'found innocent

.

Al'

A was ringing when they ar-

accused

of rived, but no doors or

burglarizing a school last
'Halloween while dressed
Bozo the Clown has
7a 2 79 as
.been acquitted
• a
judge, who said the man'probably lacked ''the pro-.per criminal intent "
4,
Police officers Michael
41‘
Fromm and Charles
Thorns testified during
Ralph (Wiper's two-hour
trial Monday that they
answered a call about •a
passible burglary
la
at the
—.school Oct.. 31, An alarm

1. Legal Notice

windows were open, they
testified.
Shortly afterward.
Thorns looked toward the
roof and saw a man
dressed in a clown outfit
falling toward the
ground.
• The officers found the
man unhurt, snoring and
smelling "like a
brewery.•* Fromm said.
A television set and
several notebooks were
found next to the clown.

DON'T
DON'T

Any brush put out after April 22 will not be picked up and
will be the responsibility of the property owner to
remove.
SPECIFICATIONS
All tree and shrub trimmings must be stacked in neat
piles no more than six (6)feet long and four(4)inches in
diameter. Leaves, gross, weeds and small trimmings
must be placed in plastic bags. Brush must be put out by
beginning date for ihat area.

I HAVE THE MOST

OBEDIENT DOG IN

,

,

1. Legal Notice

North side of Main March 21 -April 4
South side of Main April 4-April 22

E4ASEttki. 'EAN

DON'T PLAY
AL, DON'T

1. Legal Notice

ANNUAL SPRING
BRUSH PICK UP

ate
p.•

1, Legal Notice

THE WHOLE WORLD

•.411 31

This is a ONE TIME FREE pick up. Please DO NOT call for
service.
Robert Butler, Supervisor
Street Department

16.
HA-HA HA
GARFIELD
HA HA HA

1'4

PUBLIC NOTICE'
Thine will be a peblic Waring on
March 22, 1983 at 1:00 p.m. in the Do:tor Commonalty tending.
porposo of this moot* is to obtain citizen viows and consmonts on this
submission of ass application for the Small
Chios Block Grant progrom offered by
Kontiicky Dopartmont of Economic
Development. The mooting will address
Hi. extension of pinftory sewer linos to
the Dexter area.
All citizens are invited to attend amid
porticipato. For ferthor information, call
Hi. Callowny Comity Amigo hots/tits at
753-2920.

•
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2. Notice

vEaot

•CI••••••j

• Happy •
w

EieriNCTiON
Ac.
- e

•

:Birthday:
•
Dayna .
•
•
•Mom, Dad,.
:Justin ancC
•• MN•••••:
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2. Notice
imemoommoor

VERNON'S
FRONTIER •
TRADING
POST
Western and
English Tisch Apparsl, shoo and
saddle repair.
Ohs* Plan
Mows:
Clay 101
Sam. MS

2. Notice
'lotions tor all oc
cas•ons. Happy 8,,th
day. Ann yeraary. Get
Well It's • boy- irs a
Girl, many more also
Smurfs. E T Girtisld
P'NOM 436 1a94 toe in
formation and priCe•
These are Helium in
noted y ler ba lions

INNIS
CIISTIN
SEEMS
All ME
Cal INN se
issods,
alebb
t
713-41131

2. Notice

• Hand tinting and
• oil wort, is done
• right in ow studio
•
• CARTER STUDIO
O ImAtfi /11 11:91

OWN

YOU, OWN
DINGNIA JEAN AND
SPOITSWIA1 Spat
NatwO Crowas• offers
sonelint oeporturany seams
notionally advertised
branch en substantial atones to yew ontonwors Ties
a tor Nis taisicie mewled
person issebIsell to awn isral
*Pews $as bib profit
business
170 000 00 11••41$1141001/

chalet Milano, Inventory.
Wares stoppimes honor,.
Flail ammo we as fare
(I) person te wpm,*
traminp tante,
11110011,1111 AND MIPORMATION CALI TOIL MI
1-100-2314413,

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
I in,

lamp pat* 11W
2 100..1110.
841C011 with MACIAS 111W-grire#

99!

2 $8119SPRIO

Ilhellits $1;O0

2 Coget
.
ri Nap ahcilts $

1.20

Rudy's
....-2
p.m.
Devotale
_
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2 Notice

I. Help Wanted
Fermworker
Programs. Inc now has
Kentucky

Neve S asimrteetCd
159-4444 fee as hesperetleasi seesaw to
WONG your day.
Childnia's Wipe 7S94445.

5. Lost and Found
year old male
Faxon area

LOSt l' a

Beagle

Call 436 5179

LIST
Ladies Porn
lorgoady. if fogad
please cal 7537242 after 6:30
fie 753-1606, 106. Reword of.

an orrice in Calloway
If you have
County
,on* larmwOrk and are
ook irig for a lob contact
Pamela jetton at me
Red CrOSs Office 3rd
floor Courthouse or c•ii
7 S 3 0 7 0 1 Oi. W e
no/Ways. T nu;MIA y1 64541
Fridays from
I 00 4 30p m
Licensed practical
nurses Apply at West
View Nursing Home
1401 South 16th
Murray. Ky
NEEDED IM
In this
MED1ATELY
Part time home
area
$40 daily
workers
Preparing
possible
envelopes, no
perience necessary
R 12
U tit C
Write
Bowling Green
8 111
Kentucky. 42101.

77. Mobile Home Seim

14.Winttoluy
scow Bucks

1961 Cherokee WINN

1
bedroom furnished all
000 m /5311944
with utility
electric
IS. Articlesfor Sale
Pole $3 SOO 40 3767
m or anytime
before
M u lti Stage 1 Hp creep
on %week trios
well pump
Complete
with atc essor IS U 140 2 1971 Hornette 11/452 1
After

years /53 491

bedroom air condition
washer Veer /4/port

16. Home Furnishings

storage
Pinned
building Calf 751-41064
or 739 4139
1975 Lawrence 17160
excellent condition
underpinned, storage
building atter 4 30p m
753 4914
toc ateo
Two bedroom
at Riviera Cts $2000
Call 182 2352

436 S8/0
or

19. Farm Equipment

Mobile Home Rentals
Sep
Trailer for rent
Brandon Dill at fls
Trailer Court

X. Business Rentals

Massey Fergerson Ideal location for
Any
D.esei Tractor 370 hrs
retail business or pro
like, new and 4 pieces of
tess.onal office use 5130
2141

235

fond.

Behr's

equipment 419
per month Contact hi
IN 7era Fergerson Kopperud. 753 1221
Tractor and equipment
L ost Miniature
It and
Schnauzer,
$1 150 Phone 492 MO
Peeper colOr. name
For sale Holland 2 row
Schroeder Lost ,at 16th
pick up tobacco setter
Re
Ave
Williams
and
Wareham"
and a 4 wheel rubber
753
52110
ward
tire wagon Call 753 9357
Storage Spec.
after Sp m
For Roo
I. Help Wanted
Four row John Deere
753-4758
Corn Drill 200 gal
E xperienced Autc
B&B
Clean Up Bey
row spray 2 wheel cart
Contact
Brokers Inc
and harness 497 1502
31. Want to Rent
Randy or Mike
From S horsepower to
753 4319.
A tot for house trailer
19 5 horsepower C hec k
GOVERNMENT JOBS
obr price before you within 3 Or 4 Miles
limits Call 492 1343
Various positions
buy , WHEEL HORSE
available through local
House in country Cali
Stokes Tractor Indust
government agencies
riai Re, 753 1319
759 4.126
$TO 000 to 00,000 pOten
Two or 3 bedroom house
Tractor tires new and
Call (refundable)
tial
Washer
in county
used
Kough Equi0
1304
dept
1 16191 569
ment 382 2107
dryer hOOk up. Stove
your
1953
K Y 114 for
191
refrigerator
Secretary receptionist Two Row Burch and
directory 24 hrS
After 1925 after 10 a m
good
for doctor's office Must Cultivator
Gospel group needs alto have excellent secreta
Sp m 753 4063
32. Apts. For Rent
Call collect
singer
nal skills, should be
1 247 MU
career oriented, salary 22. Musical
furnished 1
simmximimomwrixxximmuar 1 bedroom
from campus
commensurate with
or music theory block
Piano
no
water furnished
skills Send typed re
lessons by experienced
pets
Available March
sume to P 0 BO* 104013. teacher 753 0739
Murray. Ky 42071
25 $145 rent 753 1703
No exTRUCKING
Coleman Real Estate
has nice 1 bedroom
perience neccessary
SPINET CONSOLE
FOr information C all
duplex 5765 3 room apt
PIANO
Help enuretic 919 227 6119 or 919 227
$110 1 room Garage
FOR SALE
Mon
Apt Call 753 9595
9a m 9p m
children unlimited 0494,
OafiltsIddible Part1 Furnished apt 1 block
day thru Friday Adams
sods - travel work Enterprises. Inc
$123
from Downtown
b take Wer piss
month Call 753 6977
Trucking. no ex
ord and make perience
WUWlk
$ees ICA
necessary For
Furnished Apt 1 or 1
311 Carlyle
525,000 to information call 919 217 Pavers
Zimmerman
bedroom
or 919 127 0527.
Illtalts 17231
Apartments South 16th
S40,000 a year 6119
9a m 9p m , Mon Fri
753 6609
monis:ion. Coll • dams Interprize Inc
34. Houses for Rent
Used Spinet Piano
days only
1-100426-4175 AVsTbotress
pply in person
Assume Payments with Country living 12 acres
•r 1-300-326- Hungry Bear 1409 Main approved credit tented, 7 miles East 2
Paris.
Leach's Music
St.
326.
levels-, 4000 SO ft
We are taking Avon Tenn 901 642 6463 or central heat and air
9271
applications for the 642
also wood stove Cole
Lynn Grove, Stella,
man Real Estate 753
PROCESS MAIL AT
Coldwater. Backusburg
Other houses
9191
HOME! VS per hun
For more
area
Rd
available
Call 753
drecl! No experience
information
Extra nice. 3 bedroom
Part or full time Start 0232 anytime
home Located close tO
Details
Immediately
753
town $350 month
send self addressed 9. Situation Wanted
0691
Stamped envelope to
with elderly
Very attractive 2 bed
C R I. 520, P0. Box 45, Will stay
people 753 1242
room unfurnishect
Stuart, FL. 33495.
newly re
home
$260 per
modeled
month rent, $700 de
Posit Cali 75,3 9019

Wonsitn's Specialty
Store
Applications no
ing accepted for th
sition of assisten
onager. Previou
'tail esperienc
referred, 'stollen
die
nails,
°ants. Apply in per
on at lair's, Cantr
bopping Center, Mur
ray, between 10 cm
rid S p.m. Tuesday
arch IS an
ednesdey, Marc
16.

Pardee &

Thames
lasarlace
teal htote
Sevoltside Coon Sq.
Alarm. towtecity
753-4451

SALES-MONEY
MEN-WOMEN

1411•ALTOA

•1

I •

Sada izi at SHallgt
itlIP11011 7531151
Appointments mode
for year ceevitnience
fell time sales
associates evening
phew's.
753-72
Wes Ittaty
TWOtS.1 Kalb 7S3-777I
byte gestalt 7535.110
7531517
Carl Soo

5C r. r
e
tilled family room
cr er
ano a cooker° of a w janer
reringer
freezer
•',cher lOOk out to a
•, •
"ea
e •e c
aft4SaPed yard
A';
rowa.e
sled bedrooms
Dream
• tmo tsi 1322
and u shaped kJcnemakes tnis A home In,
our tam'
Just nen
m
Sr itce CI
' Alao
,
on Me market al Cr
'ury 11 Loretta Job, ilium ad 'RV SRN!
Realtors Cali 75) 1491
work
Cssll• P IN
H OUSE OF THE
I
do
tilt
bletteCti
nEEK• Extra n.ie
2
lin 7S3 Ail
BR home 'r L i
Ben%
Den and ut• • , ty
wale 1,4
O3'14 n
room
ot s,noo,a
J,Stan• e
Must see tO appret ate
at ?his .ow or e $.14 SCk'
Call Spann Real., ac
soc 753 7724
New 3 bedroom
Oath on Oakh .1 Dr fl

IOU

tine%

7532477

44. Lots for Sale
4 Wooded acres in
Sherwood Forest
l
elm
Wo
C
". It:or stet n bc aerdn
ed
Pan
lovely building site
rr oft 7S) 41471
o(
a r
$te

St.10CI

IVIPSNIC/00

• r• -•

,
I'.••,
i
SI-Ai • .
•A

and

..:42n'e
,0r0,
.7

Silver
4211.00 Closed
434.00 °parsed
6.00 Up

010•09d
Up
Compliments

of

GOLD & SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

W. but Gold
and Diamonds
10 8
hours
I 2 5 Sundoy

11.00
11.311
.31

Silver
Da I,

COMPLETE
COMMUNICATIONS
LOCALLY
OWNED AND
OPERATED
by lobby J. Wed'end Allen Poole
60 years telephowe experleine
Iverytlaing for yam telopheeo needs:
$ - Cordless Pb..., - Adopters
Cords - Answer* Mediae. Dialers - Mender Jocks loy Systems - Decorator Pb...,.
Is service wile we son. Try Us, we cam
nee vs. money.
Loaned olf 131 Sant, 4f6 bowie on rigid
post Lynnwood
7534304.
6è...133-0114.

4

i

•

rnmed.ate A. :),,
bri • a00C!
DecIPOOm

‘0(atiOn

slee•Al

•Ir"

trIlulafe0

Nis !Munn able
19. .
lOtan
e'"
ain.nu

per ( I
years

• .'

ii p

pros.mately $IS ^CC"
down 3t65 SO per moot?" j,
Ask ng $39
Daynnerts
,••••'" •
900 Cal KOPPE PUD
REAL
Y. '33 211
_ _''Y
.
. ,
I •
10
TriE COOT) iF E BE
any' mi•
• on
in toetri
GINS
punt,
venience w.te
C on •••••••
atmosphere r^,S three
r*0 Parr,
bedroom
beau, u I • diAl •
nOrne- 77 .1%
patio' owe/ ,00king 77,e ,
•
‘400C1e41 D4k e1/41 Ito Wrrreeern
last time Are offered one
like th ,,t sold the f:yst
luminary' and V in yr
An
so eurr,,
clay
Wing and Akontnum
rtitrif Surpr 4f % 'ne
extra inc orne on •re
rim for ell houses it
pr ,vate aPartrren.
pointing
stops
733 1492 now Century 11
Glover
Jack
s
,
to
Jobs
Loretta
- _
753-1873
Three bedroom tram-e
house at en,' of , aunt?,
rn,es east „,1 E1.• .
lane I•
a•r •••.'•
garage
Murray

near

ROSS
ROOFING
roofing
types
All
local references Free

Estimates All work
guaranteed. Days
nights
753 6581
739 11139.
Si

STELLA
AUTO REPAIR
Five miles North on Hwy 125
Owned end Operated by
Elmer and Emma Sholer
They invite ell their friends and former
customers to come by or roll for on appoint
merit

489-2551

down?peel (ao

purchased

Si *anted

tOget,,e,

i• •
E
separate
4 BR 2 story rural home .n the 31'.•
R 00
Separate
on one acre
t
PERU() 'Pfdining and utiiity En
1222
with
loy the fireplace
4 11
.
• ti
insert Priced to sew 47 Motorcycles
Spann
Call
$19,900
_
_
Really Assoc 753 7714
11971 7•
S
,PA
Adventure in living age ' ••• '
Experienced designer
above city noises and /13 Pfl'i
Os. lson
There is e x
crowds
ha' / 4
1911C.
ewtra
rrn
citement in every /4:404T1 XL% $1
,
• is.
M&i.
one chrome Call 435 4591
this rambling
Of
• 's ..•
(
story girded with Pro 1910 Honda 900 C
garden and II SOO m
cries
Wind Harmon and Malone
towering hardwoods
ism Ter and 001i, new tforr
Dial /53 1491 and ask tires SI SOO 73)1901
_
Century 21 to show you
KL 230 Honda 5.630 PSI sesi
this adventure that l ust 1903
753
9915
this
market
came on the
week Century 21 II. Auto Services
• .;
Loretta Jobs Realtors
It's Spring Planting Time!
;
-,, • •
import Auto Salvage is
appreciates your call
Ai,
parts
New and used
mg 753 1492
Azaleas SI 99 6 S I 0 00
rebuit eng nes
By Owner 3 bedroom
Itleskost
1' bath home located vol•wagenS (1.i",u^ y
Strewberry Plants
Subaru '001
I ts ,,••
at 1616 Oakho) Drive in Opal
•
•
Blieberries
Iii
Cv
Westwood Sub has base Fat Honda 471 2)25
fruit Trees
Tharatass Ilischharriss
board heat and air
•
Used C.ars
Sbnobs
Pica. Tries
condition Only lived in 49.
••••
"
Sedan
141S
/53
Call
one year
. Diogioa•els
19)0 Ford Tudor
laperease Maples
Pr,
•'
street_ Rod _75) 6809
/31 043 rooms
Vegetable Plants
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Rioting continues in Miamiarea

OBITUARIES
M. Ray's funeral Wednesday Services set for Mrs. Scott
Mao Lorene Ray . 72,
1602 Parklarie, died Monday at 1 15 pm at her
home
The Murray woman
was a member of the
Hazel Church of Christ.
Horn Aug 21, 1910, she
b`41.! the Oushwr.qf
late Hardie Ray and
Nellie Crawford Ray
The deceased is survived by one daughter, Mrs
Johnny I Jean l Herndon,
1602 Parklane, three
grandchildren, Danny
Richerson and wife.
Teresa. Houston, Texas,
Lynn Richerson and
Kevin Richerson, Murr a y • one greatgrandchild, Amy Richerson. Houston
Also surviving are
sister-in-law, Mrs
Wilmuth Ray. Murray.
and a cousin, Jack
Newport, Puryear, Tenn
She was preceded in
death by two brothers,
Aubrey Ray on Feb 4,
1470, and Crawford Ray
on(al 3.1978

Langston's
rites today
Graveside Services
Delvai Langston. are
today at 1 p.m. • at the
Murray City Cemetery
Dr David Roos is . officiating
Active pallbearers are
Ma, Fats. Joe Dick, Dr
1
G [loch. Sylvan
C C ImwrY
Darnell.
and Gaylord Forrest
Honorary pallbearers are
members of the Men's
Sumba School (lass of
First Christian Church
(liurchill Funeral
Home is in barge of arrang elllentS
Mc family requests
that expressions of sympathy be in the..form of
,Ionations hi the First
(laastian ('hurch. Murray'
Mr. langston. 92, 804
Sycamore St , died Sunday at 7 45 p in at his
home
He is survived by one
daughter. Mrs James
Rudy Allbraten. and one
sister, Mrs
Myrtle
Madre y, Murray, one
granddaughter. Mrs
Gary. Houck. three greatarandsons

Funeral services for
She is survived by four
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in Mrs. Tempe Dixon Scott daughters, Mrs Calvin
the chapel of Miller will be Wednesday at I Chandler, Rt S. Mrs.
Funeral Home. Hazel_ 9,m. in the chapel of Max Leland Peeler, Rt. Mrs.
Keith Dixon and the Rev. Churchill Funeral Home. Alton Cothran, LB Porte,
James T. Garland will of- The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will Ind . and Mrs. James
ficiate. Mrs. Oneida officiate. Music will be by Ahart, East Peoria, W.;
White will be soloist and Mrs. Juanita Lee and four sons. Earl Scott and
Mrs. Bobbie Burkeen.
Willie Scott, Rt. 3, Wilson
pianist.
Pillbeitets wilt be Stott.' Rt. 1." Ind Vernal'
Pallbearers -will be
Dwain Richerson, Glenn Dalton Cothran. Kevin Scott, Hammond.Ind
Fifteen grandchildren
Richerson, Joseph Scott, Mark Scott. Jerry
Foster, Gene Miller. Bill Scott, Gary Ahart, Tom and 18 greatAhart, Craig Chandler grandchildren also surJones and W.D Lassiter
Burial will follow in the and Douglas Shaw. all vive
grandsons.
Hazel Cemetery
Burial will follow in the
Friends may call at the
Dixon Cemetery in _Land
funeral home after 6 p m
Between the Lakes
tonight 'Tuesday
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 3 p ni
today Tuesday ;
The funeral for Mrs.
Mrs Scott, 89, Rt. 8.
died Monday at 9 30 a m Vimme McFadden is toat Convalescent Home, day at 230 p.m in the
Calved City Her hus- chapel of J.H. Churchill
band. Alvin Scott. died Funeral Home. The Rev.
Guy Futrell is officiating.
June 17,1964
Gilbert A
Young,
Music is by Mrs. Juanita
father of Mrs Ruby
Lee and Mrs Bobbie
kerson and grandBurkeen
father of Mrs Joe 'Sue
Pallbearers are John
McCoart. both of Murray,
Cook, Curtis Boyd,
died Sunday at St Mary's
George Cook, Jerry
Hospital, Huntington.
Services for Herbert
McFadden, Billy Stewart
W Va
Hub , Dunn were today and Jimmy Rogers.
Mr Young, 93, a resi- at 10 30a m in the chapel Burial will follow in the
of J H Churchill Funeral Murray Ca y Cemetery.
dent 4rif Van Lear. Ky
was a retired miner His
Dr Walter f:
Mrs McFadden. 55, Rt.
wife. Mrs Mae Young. Mischke, Jr , and the I. Wingo. died Saturday
Rev Jimmy Stubbs of- at 9 55 p.m. at her home.
preceded him in death
He was a member of ficiated Music was by
Graves County Coroner
the Van Lear Masonic Gus Robertson, Jr , Joyce McCall WeidenLodge Born June 26, soloist, and Richard Weil said death resulted
1889, he was the son of the Jones, organist
from a gunshot wound to
late George and Mary
Active pallbearers the head. Mrs Weidenwere Fred Pogue. it B bach said an investigaYoung
Survivors are five Morgan. Paul Mansfield. tion is being conducted by
daughters, Mrs Dicker- John Ross, Bill Hewlett the Graves County
son, Murray, Mrs
and Hal Kemp
Sheriff's office and the
Beatrice Cundiss and
Honorary pallbearers Graves County Coroner's
Mrs Pearl Welch, Hun- were Elmo Gardner, office.
tington, W Va . Mrs Preston Brandon. J R.
She IN survived by her
Madge Pack, • Sun City . Watson. Jack Wilcox. husband. Noble McFad.
Ariz , and Mrs (lara Johnny Beaver. Fred den, three stepAdams, Wabash, Ind . Garland. Ben Fuqua. Ray daughters, Mrs Lana
one son. Hobert Young, Karraker, James Neale Rogers. Mrs Patsy Watb
and Robert Bury
Wabash, Ind
and Mrs Judy Morris,
Also surviving are 10
Burial was in the Mur- two stepsons. Jerry and
grandchildren including ray City Cemetery
Jimmy McFadden, six
Mrs MaCo.art of Murray
Mr Dunn. 76. 506 Broad step grandchildren
and several great- St died Monday at 12.45
grandchildren
a in at Murray-ealloway
Hog market
The funeral will be County Hospital
ide••• Kato 14*/), %eV. Srrl - • 14.,
Thursday at 1 p in in the
lie is survived by his .1 I 112
Moto
Pa'
1,r4 Hos Mono
chapel of Jones-Preston wife, Mrs Mildred Reese!
lee :wive II epog %Wawa
Funeral Home, Paint- Hamilton Dunn: one. Kw riga 41 411 f la 40 Harrows I Gilts
wirotti 1 II wave kras 111.3 lamb
svale, Ky Dr Charles daughter, Mrs Ronnie
1 :111 141 2.•
110 :la
Milani will officiate
WaLson. one son. Bob, •:ith iho
•
be Ito
Burial will follow in the Dunn, one sister. Mrs
• '711,
ito
Highland Memorial Park Juanita Lax, and three
• :mos :to
Cemetery at Stafford- grandchildren, Jay and 'S 3 ah-ad
Christy Watson and S I 41•30
ins
Friends may call at the Ashley Dunn, all of Mur- sS I Where/
WWI na
Mears Pi tr4 111 at
furirral home
ray

McFadden's
rites today

G.A. Young
dies; rites
on Thursday

'Hub' Dunn's
funeral today

MIAMI (AP) - Riot- Lather King Jr.
equipped police in a con- Boulevard, and police
voy of patrol cars ar- hustled 28 suspects away,
rested 20 people in a authorities said.
Calm returned with the
sweep down the main
boulevard of Liberty City chilly early morning air,
after rocks and bottles and police stressed Monwere thrown for a second day's incident was far
night in the troubled ghet- less severe than the
disturbances that began
to.
The helmeted police Sunday night.
eaturnad-- -la- 4osw.s to -.• :The pm** ,roce not
Liberty City at about 8 mass arrests; these peop.m. Monday after ple were seen doing
callers reported something." said Deputy
"sporadic" bottle-tossing Police Chief Clarence
in the same neighborhood Dixon, who directed
where a four-hour melee operations from a comerupted Sunday night mand post on a superwhen officers shut off a market parking lot.
stereo at African Square "Some we know were arrested for loitering and
Park.
"Ttungs have basically prowling viclations."
No injuries were
cooled off at this point."
Miami Police reported in Monday's
spokeswoman Stephanie spate of rock-and-bottle
Dalton said early today tossing. although Dixon
from a I.iberty City said "several vehicles"
mobile command post. had their windshields
We hope this calm will smashed by flying objects.
last. That's job No. I "
Shots were reported at
A motorcade of police
cruisers, doors ajar and one street corner. -but
moving single-file, was we checked it out and
sent down Dr. Martin found nothing." the depu-

ty police chief said.
After police shut down
s boisterous Sunday
evening dahce party
because some residents
complained of the din, an
estimated $OO people
spilled out of the park,
hefting bottles and
chunks of concrete, kindling trash fires and ransacking a self-service gas
station.
Thirty-one were arrested in that disturbance, Miami's second
this winter. In late
December. two days of
looting, burning and
Street fighting erupted in
the black slum of Overtown after a white police
officer fatally shot a
young black man.
"This city's got problems; I've said it
before," said a grimacing
Qty Manager Howard
Gary, who boarded a
police cruiser at 1 a.m. today to patrol Liberty City
streets. "But the way to
solve them is not to go into the street and toss a
bottle."

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
INVESTMENTS

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Stock market
Stock Market furnished by First of
Michigan
Industrial Average
Aar Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont .
-lord
G.A.F
General Dynamics
(;eneral Motors
General Tire . .
Goodrich

1

26

4314
1 unc
7..
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.66 -'4
.16 unc
403a -L.
Ws -3a
15'4
41.'1 -'4
..5941. 4 14
301.
Ws -La

Goodyear_
Gulf oil
IBM
JC Penney
Jerico
Johnson & Johnson
K mart
Mary Kay Cosrn
Penwalt
Quaker Oats •
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's

30 t
311
.anc
...100'7 %inc.

56L.
.2014B 21A
46ks
31L. +44
63'-. -‘
39's -I'457,
321
.unc,
247. _
51111 + 1

....

17

181.4 A

Wettera u
C.E.F. Yield

Early today, officers
cordoned off a six-block
Stretch of Martin Luther
King Jr. Boulevard to
traffic. and Gary urged
motorists vAto had no
business driving through
Liberty City -to go
elsewhere."
Three white motorists
Injured Sunday were
treated for cuts
"probably suffered from
rock-and-bottle throwing,
flying glass ..." Jackson
Memorial Hospital night
administrator Bruce
Fresko said.
Three days of rioting in
Liberty City in May 1980
took 18 lives and left 8100
million in damage. The
riot followed the acquittal
of four white ex-police officers by an all-white jury
in the beating death of a
black insurance executive.
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eongratulations
National Corn Growers
Association
Yield Contest Winners!

4k4
,
•-• 4
,

Northrup King won the Class AA Contest in Kentucky
with a yield of 199.31 bu acre.
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C.R. Valentine won 1st place No-Till in Tenn. with
PX74. 130.12 bu acre.
Bryce Wilson won 2nd place conventional tillage winner
in Tenn. with PX79. 180.76 bu acre.
From Carraway Farms and Bi-State Grain your local Northrup King Seed Dealers.
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